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Abstract
We have developed novel experiments aimed at understanding whether and how
quickly organic aerosols (OA) mix using single-particle mass spectrometry, as dif-
ferent treatments of mixing in regional models significantly affect predicted mass
and composition. First, we designed experiments that separate OA formation
chemistry from thermodynamics to test whether two populations of particles equi-
librate with eachother through the gas phase on experimental timescales. Single-
particle mass spectrometry measurements from the aerosol mass spectrometer
(AMS) allowed us to quantify the extent of mixing that had occurred. We calibrated
this technique using pure-component aerosols with known vapor pressure and
phase state, the results of which agreed with a condensation-evaporation model.
We then applied these techniques to three atmospherically-relevant situations to
determine that: 1) anthropogenic secondary OA (aSOA) does not mix with a sur-
rogate for hydrophobic primary OA (POA), 2) biogenic SOA (bSOA) does not mix
with hydophobic POA, and 3) bSOA shows significant mixing with aSOA. The sum
of these experiments show that these complex interactions can be measured for
atmospherically important systems, a first step towards quantifying activity coeffi-
cients for complex OA mixtures.

We also investigated mixing within individual particles, using mixed-particles of
squalane (a surrogate for hydrophobic POA) and SOA from ↵-pinene + O3 that we
determined to contain two separate phases. In these experiments, after formation
of the mixed-particles, we perturbed smog chamber with a heat ramp. These data
revealed that squalane is able to quickly evaporate from the mixed-particles, and
that almost all of the SOA is comprised of material lower in volatility than squalane
(a low-volatility constituent of pump oil). For this latter “comparative volatility analy-
sis,” we had to correct for the highly variable collection efficiency (CE) of the mixed
particles to correctly calculate the mass fraction of SOA remaining. One of the
larger implications of this work is highly dependent on the particle morphology,
which we were not able to determine definitively: if indeed the particles are core-
shell with squalane inside a thick layer of SOA, our results show that diffusivity
within SOA is not ultra-low.

Lastly, we present work that furthers our understanding of single-particle CE in
the AMS, a quantity especially important for experiments where particle phase is
dynamic or there are two separate populations of particles. We report the particle
CE of SOA, ammonium sulfate, ammonium nitrate, and squalane. We also deter-
mine that half of SOA particles that give meaningful signal, do so at a time later
than would be predicted based on their optically-measured flight time through the
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instrument. We present convincing evidence that the nature of this delay is due
to particles ricocheting around the ionization region of the instrument before va-
porizing on an auxillary surface near the the vaporizer. This process affects how
much mass signal comes from a particle, the particle mass spectrum, and the bulk
mass distribution derived from particle time-of-flight mode. Our results also show
that while there is no size dependence to CE for SOA, particles that have passed
through a thermodenuder have lower CE, implicating oxidation state and/or volatility
as a controller of particle bounce.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Motivation

We care about fine particles (aerosol) in the atmosphere for three main reasons:

1.) they kill people, 2.) they have strong but uncertain climate effects, and 3.) they

can make it very hard to see.

Fine particles are implicated in three of the top 10 leading causes of mortality,

according to the Global Burden of disease: ischaemic heart disease, lower respi-

ratory infections, and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (Lozano et al., 2012).

Roughly 50,000 people per year die in the US from inhalation of excessive lev-

els of fine particles in ambient air (Pope, Ezzati, and Dockery, 2009). According to

Pope et al in a population-based study of large metropolitan areas in the U.S, a

decrease of 10 µg per cubic meter in concentration of fine particulate matter during

the 1980s and 1990s accounted for an increase in average life expectancy of al-

most a year. Despite the tightening of air quality standards in the U.S.—there have

been five reductions in the annual average federal standard for PM mass from

1971 to 2012—the majority of evidence suggests that there exists no threshold

between the association of particles with mortality (Schwartz et al., 2007). Aside

from mortality, fine particulate pollution is associated with respiratory hospitaliza-

tions and illness, exacerbated asthma, premature birth, birth defects, and school

absences, among others. These health consequences are disproportionately felt

by at-risk populations such as those with pre-existing respiratory and cardiovascu-

lar disease, diabetes, asthma, and low socioeconomic status (Pope and Dockery,

2006). Despite the vast variety in the physical and chemical characteristics of fine

particles (which will be detailed further in section 1.2 below), exactly how aerosol
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1.1. Motivation

health effects are influenced by chemical composition remains poorly understood

(Kelly and Fussell, 2012).

The largest uncertainty in estimating earth’s energy budget is the radiative forc-

ing associated with both aerosols and clouds (clouds themselves are highly influ-

enced by the nature of collocated aerosols). According to the IPCC’s 5th Assess-

ment report, the radiative forcing associated with aerosols is -0.9±1 W/m2 (-0.27

[-0.77 to 0.23] W/m2 and -0.55 [-1.33 to -0.06] W/m2 for the direct and indirect

effects, respectively) (Solomon et al., 2007). For comparison, the single largest

positive radiative forcing term—absorption of out-going infrared radiation by car-

bon dioxide—is 1.68 W/m2. Fine particles contribute directly to radiative forcing by

scattering or absorbing incoming radiation, which is determined by aerosol compo-

sition and size. For example, while sulfate particles purely scatter light and black

carbon particles purely absorb light, organic aerosol particles can do one or the

other depending on their chemical makeup (Lack et al., 2012). Aerosol particles

can also have “indirect” effects on the radiative budget through their influence on

cloud properties. If cloud droplet-forming aerosol (cloud condensation nuclei or

CCN) are high in number, cloud droplets themselves will be smaller in size than

for a lower number concentration of CCN. Known as the Twomey Effect or “first

aerosol indirect effect,” smaller droplets due to high CCN concentrations increases

scattering and thus brighten clouds, a cooling effect on climate (Twomey, 1977).

The Albrecht Effect or “second indirect effect,” also contributes negatively to ra-

diative forcing. High CCN concentrations, leading to a large number of relatively

smaller cloud droplets, increases the time that cloud droplets take to coalesce into

raindrops, increasing the lifetime (and thus scattering ability) of the cloud (Albrecht,

1989). The associated changes to cloud droplet number, and thus cloud albedo,

from preindustrial times are one of the largest uncertainties in understanding cli-

mate forcing (Solomon et al., 2007). In all of these effects, aerosol composition is
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1.2. Atmospheric particles

a critical variable influencing not only the magnitude but also the sign of climate

forcing.

Finally, haze—a term used to describe the visibility effects from direct light scat-

tering by aerosols—is simply difficult to see through. In some cases, haze is not

unwelcome: for instance, the Great Smoky Mountain and Blue Ridge Mountain

Ranges derive their namesakes from the presence of secondary organic aerosol

particles that form above the canopy of the surrounding forests. Haze is also wel-

comed when it provides a stunning multi-hued sunset (as documented by many

of paintings great masters, whose work has since been used to estimate aerosol

optical depths during pre-industrial times, Zerefos et al., 2014). On the other hand,

the visibility consequences of haze can be seen as a threat to cultural heritage

(Nava et al., 2010): For example, the EPA has intervened in the emissions of

power-generating stations on behalf of the scenic vistas in the Grand Canyon Na-

tional Park (Randazzo, 2014). Aside from when the horizon is obscured, it poses a

threat to pilots; this may have been the cause of the small plane crash that claimed

the lives of John F. Kennedy Jr. and his companions in 1999 (Showstack, 2000).

Aerosols clearly have substantial environmental, social, and economic importance.

1.2 Atmospheric particles

Aerosol refers to a suspension of condensed phase particles (solid or liquid) in a

gaseous medium (Hinds, 1999). The most ubiquitous aerosol is our earth’s atmo-

sphere, a gaseous medium containing an immense variety of different particles.

Colloquially, “aerosols" or “aerosol particles” can refer to the particles themselves.

The diversity of aerosol composition in the atmosphere reflects the large num-

ber of sources of particles and processes that act on them during their atmospheric

lifetime. There are many kinds: crustal particles of dusts lofted by wind, smoke from

incomplete combustion of fossil fuels, suspended bacterial cells, salt particles from

3



1.3. Atmospheric particles

ocean spray, and photochemically-generated aerosols from atmospheric oxidation

reactions; these are a select few from a vast array. Photochemically-generated

particles (a type of organic aerosol) that form without the presence of a surface to

condense on can be on the order of nanometers in width, while fungal spores (a

bioaerosol) can span hundreds of microns (Després et al., 2012).

Submicron particles are the size fraction most important for climate, due a the

confluence of factors: their size is on the same order of the wavelength of light,

meaning that they can efficiently absorb or scatter light; and they have long lifetimes

relative to larger particles more influenced by gravitational settling, meaning they

can be transported over long distances (and that there simply are more of them);

and they are the most common CCN (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2012). Similarly, this

submicron size range is interesting for health effects, as small particles have the

deepest penetration efficiency in the lungs, making it possible for them to cross into

the bloodstream (Kelly and Fussell, 2012). Evidence suggests that smaller particles

are more toxic than larger ones (Natusch and Wallace, 1974).

Within the submicron size fraction of atmospheric particles, mass is largely de-

scribed by two main classes: inorganic and organic, either of which can dominate

submicron particle mass depending on location. Comprised of a small number

of major ions (NH4
+, Na+, K+, Mg2+, Ca2+, NO3

�, Cl�, SO4
2�), the sources,

mechanisms of formation, and molecular interactions (e.g. water uptake, aqueous

thermodynamics) for inorganic particles are relatively well-understood (e.g. Wexler,

2002). Inorganic particles can be emitted directly into the atmosphere from their

source (primary particles), or can be generated through atmospheric chemical re-

actions to form condensible products (secondary particles).
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1.3. Organic aerosols

1.3 Organic aerosols

Less understood is the organic fraction of atmospheric aerosols. Organic com-

pounds can comprise up to 90% of submicron aerosol mass, and are globally ubiq-

uitous in particles, from urban areas to remote environments (Jimenez et al., 2009).

They play an important role in climate, as condensation of secondary organic mat-

ter is a dominant mechanism of growth of particles to CCN sizes (Pierce et al.,

2012), and nucleation of organics is a significant source of new particle formation

in the atmosphere (Kulmala et al., 2004). Aside from contributing significantly to

fine particulate mass less than 2.5 microns (PM2.5), one of the most robust indi-

cators for health effects from air pollution, there is growing evidence that organics

within PM2.5 contribute specifically to toxicity (Cassee et al., 2012; Sioutas, 2011).

The entire range of organic functional groups are present in OA. From the

oxidation of ↵-pinene with O3, much of which condenses to form secondary OA

(SOA), there are an estimated ⇠1,000 molecular products, including alcohol, di-

carboxylic, ketone, and aldehyde functional groups (Tolocka et al., 2004). There

are an estimated 20,000 different organic compounds in diesel exhaust alone, only

a very small fraction of which have been positively identified (< 5%) (Sehlstedt

et al., 2007). And for a C10 alkane, over 100 possible isomers exist, the number

of which increases exponentially with each additional carbon atom (Goldstein and

Galbally, 2007). While many techniques do exist for molecular identification of OA

components—such as two-dimensional gas chromatography, high-resolution mass

spectrometry, and various spectroscopic techniques—the majority of molecules (>

70% as a lower estimate) are as yet unspeciated (Williams et al., 2006).

The molecular complexity of OA gives rise to equally vast ranges of important

physical properties, such as vapor pressure, polarity and oxidation state, density,

and molecular weight. Condensible vapors from first-generation reactions in the ↵-
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1.3. Organic aerosols

pinene + O3 system can have saturation mass concentrations as low 10�5 µg/m�3

(equivalent to ⇠10�12 torr, which is essentially non-volatile), while other products

from the same reaction can have vapor pressures as high as 104
µg/m�3 (Ehn et

al., 2015; Pathak et al., 2007). Within atmospheric OA exist both highly-oxidized

(oxygen-to-carbon (O:C) ratios of >1), extremely-low volatility particles and com-

pletely hydrophobic semi-volatile particles (e.g. fresh diesel exhaust) with O:C ⇠0.

Despite the significance and abundance of organic aerosols (OA), their chemi-

cal and physical properties are poorly understood, owing largely to this complexity.

There persists a strong gap between ambient OA mass measurements, across a

variety of environments, and what regional and global model predict in those same

places (Volkamer et al., 2006; Heald et al., 2011)). In the vast majority of cases,

the air quality model under-predicts the ambient concentration, sometimes by up

to a factor of ten. Missing sources (e.g. Robinson et al., 2010; Heald et al., 2005;

Liggio and Li, 2013) and poorly understood atmospheric processes (e.g. new par-

ticle formation) have both been invoked as contributing to the discrepancy between

models and measurements.

Traditionally, OA has been split into two broad classes based on formation: pri-

mary organic aerosol (POA), and SOA. POA refers to particles emitted directly as

particles into the atmosphere (e.g. from combustion sources like diesel or biomass-

burning). POA was once considered nonvolatile, indicating that emissions testing

at the tailpipe was indicative of primary exhaust emissions under all atmospheric

conditions (Code of Federal Regulations, 2008). We now know that primary ex-

haust consists largely of volatile and semi-volatile compounds, and that POA is

highly dynamic: the emissions factor for primary PM mass is highly dependent on

the dilution factor at which it is measured (Lipsky and Robinson, 2006). The evap-

orated emissions from POA, like any other reduced organics in the troposphere,

are very subject to chemical reactions with atmospheric oxidants (e.g. OH radical).
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Through this mechanism, “POA” becomes SOA, blurring the traditional distinction

between the two broad classes of organic particles. Accounting for the SOA poten-

tial of these semi-volatiles, is one source of organic PM mass that may help close

the model-measurement gap (Presto et al., 2009).

1.4 Partitioning theory

Chemical lifetimes of organics in the gas-phase are short (⇠hours), due to rapid

reaction with OH radicals, relative to particle lifetimes that can be up to a week

(Donahue et al., 2013). These reactions generally result in substitution of a hydro-

gen with a oxygen-containing functional group, thus lowering the vapor pressure,

which is then followed by condensation. This repeated evaporation, reaction, and

condensation cycle generally leads to highly-oxidized, low-volatility organic parti-

cles. These organics spend most of their time in the condensed phase. The inter-

play between gas-to-particle partitioning and chemistry is dubbed the “evolution of

volatility.”

The ability of a molecule at the end of the evaporation-reaction-condensation

cycle to partition into the condensed-phase is a crucial factor determining OA prop-

erties (e.g. oxidation state, volatility), as chemical reactions in the condensed

phase are much slower than in the gas-phase. General partitioning theory de-

scribes the fraction (⇠i) of a given molecule i that will be found in the condensed-

phase (the remainder residing in the gas-phase):

⇠i =
1

1 +
C⇤

i
COA

(1.1)

where COA is the total mass concentration of the absorbing organic phase. C

⇤
i is

the effective mass saturation concentration of compound i in µg m�3, but can sim-

ply be related to sub-cooled liquid saturation vapor pressure through the ideal gas
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law (Pankow, 1994; Donahue et al., 2006). In general partitioning theory, organics

in the condensed phase are assumed to form a solution and to be in equilibrium

with the gas-phase (or relaxing towards it).

Highly pertinent to this thesis, from equation 1.1, is the COA term. Finding a

compound in the condensed-phase depends strongly on the concentration of OA

into which i can be absorbed into. This is nicely illustrated by the dependence of

SOA yields on COA from single-precursors in smog chamber experiments: with a

higher absorbing mass, compounds with larger saturation concentrations can par-

tition into the aerosol, thus increasing the observed yield. But in the atmosphere, if

there are different organic phases present, how does one define COA with respect

to compound i and equation 1.1?

Embedded in C

⇤
i is the activity coefficient for compound i in the absorbing

phase. In SOA yield experiments, activity coefficients are assumed to be constant

for a given compound “over the range of the conditions of interest” (e.g. a given ex-

periment) (Donahue, Robinson, and Pandis, 2009). This is likely a good assumption

for a smog chamber yield experiment, where all SOA is uniform in composition, but

possibly not in, for instance, urban areas with a diverse set of sources producing

chemically-dissimilar OA (e.g. Moffet et al., 2008). The oxidation products from

a semi-volatile biogenic precursor (e.g. ↵-pinene) likely does not have the same

activity coefficient in SOA as it does in highly-reduced, hydrophobic diesel exhaust.

This drives one of the main foci of this thesis: do different OA types (e.g. SOA

and POA) form mixtures, or remain phase-separated (Asa-Awuku et al., 2009)? If

the answer is that different organic phases are present, then a given compound i

would (likely) have different ⇠i values respective to each phase. Activity coefficients

of organics in the condensed organic phase(s) thus control how much a given com-

pound will be found in the gas-phase, which governs the chemical lifetime and the

chemical composition of a given particle.
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Traditionally—and almost always, still—OA models assume a single, well-mixed

organic phase (Strader, Lurmann, and Pandis, 1999). In practical terms, this means

that, as an example, SOA is able to partition into POA. First, this assumes that

all classes of OA are miscible in one-another. Further, it implies that the organic

phase(s) is(are) in equilibrium, or quickly relaxing towards equilibrium, with the gas-

phase. Despite our knowledge that externally-mixed particles do exist in source-

rich environments (e.g. Moffet et al., 2008), meaning that there are indeed separate

organic phases, if the equilibration with the gas-phase to form a uniform organic

phase occurs on short timescales relative to the time steps in regional or global

aerosol models, then this is likely a good assumption.

It has been hypothesized that, because many of the atmospherically-identified

OA constituents have sufficient volatilities to diffuse through the gas-phase and

establish equilibrium with neighboring particles on fast timescales, organics tend to

form an internally-mixed aerosol (Marcolli et al., 2004). However, this process has

not been observed experimentally to date. Experimental investigations of phase

behavior between different types of OA are limited to a small number of studies,

most of which rely on indirect evidence to diagnose mixing (or lack there-of), (e.g.

Song et al., 2007; Hildebrandt et al., 2011). However, the implications for mixing

have the potential to be profound, as the more absorbing organic mass there is, the

greater the partial pressure reduction for all components in the mixture by Raoult’s

Law. This has the potential to influence the total OA mass from models, which

is further discussed in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 of this thesis describes experiments

aimed at observing mixing in between different types of OA, a first step towards

quantifying activity coefficients in OA systems.

While improving our understanding of the thermodynamics of organic aerosols

has the potential to bring models closer to measurements, there is the issue of ki-

netics as well: for models to assume a single, well-mixed organic phase, not only
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do OA from different sources have to be miscible with one another, the process

of gas-phase exchange leading to equilibration between OA types must occur on

timescales shorter than the time steps of regional or global models (e.g. ⇠1 hour,

Lee, Pierce, and Adams, 2013). Recent research, however, has called into ques-

tion this assumption about the equilibration timescales of SOA for several reasons.

First, a large fraction of biogenic SOA has been found to have vapor-pressures

much lower than previously thought, limiting the timescale for gas-phase exchange

between dissimilar particles. Secondly, it has been reported that SOA exists in a

highly-viscous semi-solid phase, leading to extremely low internal diffusivity (Dorg =

10�20 cm2 s�1) and long mixing timescales within particles (⌧eq > days). Further, it

has been argued that slow diffusion could explain some of the model-measurement

gap for OA (e.g. Shrivastava et al., 2011). Chapter 4 of this thesis aims to probe

the volatility of SOA and the possibility of long diffusion timescales within SOA.

1.5 Research questions

In this thesis, I make the following contributions: I present novel mixing

experiments that determine the ability of two organic aerosol popula-

tions to mix (or not). I present data on mixed-particles that suggests

that SOA does not present significant diffusive limitations to evapora-

tion though is comprised largely of material less volatile than squalane

(a low-volatility constituent of pump oil). Lastly, I demonstrate the ca-

pacity of single-particle measurements from the AMS to shed new light

on mixing processes, phase state of organic aerosols, and collection

efficiency in the AMS.

The following list contains the simplest phrasings of the single research question
driving each of the chapters in this thesis. These are followed by sub-questions
also posed in each chpater. The questions themselves do not necessarily reveal
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1.6. Thesis overview

the implications that the answers to the questions might have, but rather describe
the most fundamental problem each that chapter attempts to solve.

1. Does vapor-pressure driven mixing happen, and can it be observed in smog
chamber experiments? (Chapter 3)

(a) Can externally-mixed aerosol populations of different organics be differ-
entiated in smog chamber experiments, allowing us to see when two
populations do not mix?

(b) Is the degree of mixing between two populations quantifiable?

2. Is squalane able to evaporate from mixed SOA/squalane particles when sub-
jected to a perturbation of elevated heat? (Chapter 4)

(a) Do squalane and SOA (from ↵-pinene + O3) mix or phase-separate?
(b) Can we diagnose the morphology of these mixed-particles using the

AMS?
(c) What are the implications of this work?

3. What is the nature of the disagreement for mass measurements of SOA be-
tween the AMS and other co-located instruments (e.g. Scanning Mobility
Particle Sizer? (Chapter 5)

(a) What is the mechanism of delay for a “delayed” single-particle signal in
the AMS?

(b) How do size and composition affect collection efficiency?

1.6 Thesis overview

Chapter 2 details the broad literature review that has informed the writing of this

thesis and the research questions it poses. Summarized in Chapter 2 are some

different approaches to dealing with phase-separation in OA modeling, which serve

as motivation for the relatively short list of pre-existing experimental studies of OA

mixing. Additionally, this chapter contains a review of recent work relating to organic

diffusivity in SOA, which has important implications for almost all aspects of OA

modeling, including mixing, evaporation, and heterogeneous chemistry. Lastly, as

it relates to the science questions of chapters 3 and 4, a description of single-
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particle mass spectrometry is presented, focusing on techniques specific to the

light-scattering single-particle capability of the aerosol mass spectrometer (AMS).

Chapter 3 describes smog chamber experiments that investigated how different

populations of organic particles mixed (or didn’t) with eachother. There have been

(very few) attempts at determining mixing behavior between different aerosol pop-

ulations, but a.) most of these used indirect measurements to infer mixing, and b.)

many of these studies do not fully separate formation chemistry from phase ther-

modynamics. Here, we present experiments that reveal whether or not two popula-

tions mix or don’t, and we attempt to quantify the extent of mixing in some systems.

The experimental design of these mixing experiments is first described, followed

by data from calibration experiments between populations of pure-compound par-

ticles that followed expected behavior. These experiments served as important

benchmarks for the efficacy of the mixing technique. Next, experiments between

laboratory-surrogates for atmospherically-relevant organic aerosols are presented

where mixing behavior was determined. This chapter presents an experimental

method from which further studies of organic aerosol mixing can be conducted,

and also directly answers questions of atmospheric importance regarding how the

interactions between different organic aerosols sources should be considered in

models.

Chapter 4 details experiments aimed at assessing the diffusivity and morphol-

ogy of mixed-particles made of squalane and SOA derived from ↵-pinene ozonoly-

sis. Recent work has thrown into question the validity of treating secondary organic

aerosols as being capable of equilibrating on atmospheric timescales. Equilibration

timescales are highly important to determining phase-partitioning in OA systems,

and in this chapter we attempted to asses the ability of squalane to equilibrate with

the gas-phase in heat ramp perturbation experiments. First, the mixing behavior

between SOA and squalane was assessed according to the procedure outlined in
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Chapter 3. These experiments informed the assessment that squalane and SOA

form separate phases within particles. Subsequent experiments were performed

on “mixed-particles,” where one material (squalane or SOA) served as the seed

for the condensation of the other material. The particles were then heated from

23 to 40 �C, and the evaporation of squalane from the mixed particles was quanti-

fied to assess any diffusive limitations presented by the presence of SOA. We also

use this method to perform a comparative volatility analysis between squalane and

SOA, and demonstrate how collection efficiency in mixed-organic systems can vary

with time, and needs to be accounted for for full mass quantification.

Chapter 5 presents novel data analysis of single-particle data from the AMS

aimed at better understanding the nature of collection efficiency (CE), the ma-

jor limitation to full quantification in the instrument. Collection efficiency is espe-

cially important in both mixing experiments (Chapter 3), where different particle

types may be counted with different sensitivities, and in mixed-particle experiments

(Chapter 4), where the presence of one material affects the mass measurement

of the other. Using data from both mixing experiments and careful, size-selected

experiments of “pure” aerosol, we present an analysis of single-particle data that

adds to our understanding of how the AMS works. First, the nature of a well-known

AMS artifact—the “delayed tail” of the mass distribution, which misrepresents the

mass distribution at large particle diameters—is discussed in the context of single-

particle measurements. The data strongly suggest that the tail arises from delayed

particle signals, due to non-ideal interactions with the AMS vaporizer, which is dic-

tated by the particle phase state. In addition to results presented for SOA derived

from ↵-pinene ozonoysis, we compare the SOA data with ammonium nitrate, am-

monium sulfate, and squalane particles. This chapter represents a step forward in

better understanding the nature of CE through the collection of single-particle data.

Finally, in Chapter 6, the key findings of this thesis are summarized. The atmo-
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spheric implications of this work are discussed, and future work is suggested.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related work

2.1 Representations of phase-separation in organic aerosol models

As stated in Chapter 1, the majority of regional and global models that treat PM do

so by assuming a single, well-mixed organic phase. The veracity of this assump-

tion, due to both the aforementioned thermodynamic and kinetic considerations,

should be questioned. According to Hoyle et al. (2011), partitioning of biogenic

oxidation products from atmospheric reactions into POA is one of the main mech-

anisms that anthropogenic emissions can effect biogenic aerosol. They label this

added SOA mass as “eBSOA,” enhanced biogenic SOA, and has been observed

in the field (e.g. Shilling et al., 2013).

Indeed, when the pseudo-ideal mixing assumption is relaxed, and organic

aerosol classes are allowed (or contrained) to phase separate, it can have sig-

nificant impacts on both composition and mass. Figure 2.1 demonstrates this

nicely: PM 2.5 mass is modeled for the eastern US domain in two ways (B. Mur-

phy, personal communication, 2011). In 2.1a, all OA classes–anthropogenic SOA,

POA, bSOA—are considered well-mixed, while in 2.1b they form separate organic

phases. The mass is ⇠2x higher for the well-mixed case. Koo, Ansari, and Pan-

dis (2003) found a 10x mass enhancement of SOA when including POA as an

absorbing material. Bowman and Karamalegos (2002) simulate phase separation

between SOA and POA by exploring a range of activity coefficients for SOA in

POA. For the most chemically-dissimilar SOA and POA, SOA concentrations were

reduced by 45% compared to the ideal-mixing base case. Simulating the urban out-

flow of Mexico City, Dzepina et al. (2009) found little effect on mass when modeling

all organics in a single phase versus two phases, with a 15% reduction in mass for
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.1: Organic aerosol mass concentration over eastern United States under two
different thermodynamic treatments of different OA types: A. pseudo-ideal mixing, and B.
all OA types phase separated (B. Murphy, personal communication, 2011).

three organic phases. They write that the reduction in mass quickly “self compen-

sates,” as organics are driven into the gas-phase where they are quickly oxidized,

quickly reducing the activity coefficients between the different phase-separated OA

types as they converge towards similar composition.

While the preceding is not an exhaustive list of modeling studies dealing with

organic-organic phase-separation, it illustrates the importance of how the con-

densed phase is treated, both for particle mass and composition.

2.2 Experimental studies of organic aerosol phase-separation

An even smaller number of studies have investigated organic phase-separation for

atmospheric aerosols experimentally. One reason for this is that observing phase-

separation in submicron particles is analytically challenging. Direct observations

of externally-mixed populations require single-particle measurements, and phase-

separation within particles requires even finer measurements. Thus, most of the

studies to-date rely on indirect evidence to infer the presence or absence of multiple
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phases.

Song et al. (2007) were the first to explore SOA/POA mixing using SOA yields

as a proxy indicator for whether the POA mass was absorbing or not. In a typi-

cal smog chamber SOA experiment, the mass yield of OA from a gas-precursor

increases with the total OA mass present, where yield is defined as the mass of

SOA formed per mass of precursor reacted. This follows from equation 1.1, as

the fraction of compound i in the condensed phase increases with higher COA.

Song et al. (2007) found no increase in the SOA yield of ↵-pinene + O3 when hy-

drophobic particles (dioctyl phthalate, a surrogate for highly-reduced POA) were

used as condensational surface area compared to control experiments using inor-

ganic seed particles. In a subsequent study, using hydrophilic seed particles, Song

et al. (2011) found that fulvic and adipic acid seeds showed no SOA enhancement,

while citric acid did, implying that the latter formed a well-mixed solution with SOA

while the others did not. In a similar SOA yield study, Hildebrandt et al. (2011) found

enhanced yields of biogenic SOA (from ↵-pinene + O3) when using anthropogenic

SOA particles as seeds.

Size-distribution analysis is another means of (indirectly) inferring phase-

separation in mixed-OA systems. Zelenyuk et al. (2012) use particle sphericity

to infer the presence of pyrene nodules on the surface of SOA particles. Size-

classified SOA, without the presence of pyrene, is spherical; but when pyrene is

coated onto SOA and then classified, the particles are highly non-spherical, imply-

ing that the pyrene is not only not mixing into the SOA, but forming “islands” on

the particle surface instead of a uniformly thick coating. Asa-Awuku et al. (2009)

use the temporal evolution size-distributions of different mass spectral fragments

to identify diesel exhaust particles dissolving into SOA in a smog chamber mix-

ing experiment. Using fragments unique to each aerosol, the authors inferred that

diesel exhaust was evaporating and then absorbing into the existing SOA particles,
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through a redistribution of the diesel mass fragments across particle size.

In some of these studies (e.g. pyrene and SOA), mixing should not be expected,

as the activity coefficients for each material in the other are so high that they dictate

two stable phases. However, when two initially phase-separated organics are ex-

pected to collapse into a uniform mixture but don’t, these studies can reveal kinetic

limitations to the mixing process. When mixing “should” occur thermodynamically

but does not, there are two possibilities that can significantly retard the process:

1) low volatility, and 2) condensed-phase mass transfer limitations. If the volatility

of an aerosol is extremely low, the mixing timescale may be longer than the ob-

servational timescale (Marcolli et al., 2004). If volatility is not limiting the kinetics,

condensed-phase mass transfer limitations can also stand in the way (e.g. low dif-

fusivity in the particle bulk). Thus, it is extremely important to know the expected

thermodynamics, to draw any conclusions about the kinetics (or visa versa).

2.3 Experimental & modeling studies of diffusivity in organic aerosol

It has recently been reported that SOA may exist in a highly-viscous semi-solid

phase state, which may present a significant impediment to mixing. Viscosity and

molecular diffusivity are related through the Stokes-Einstein relationship:

D =
kT

6⇡⌘r
(2.1)

where D is diffusivity, k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is temperature, r is the apparent

radius of the diffusing molecule, and ⌘ is dynamic viscosity. Further, a characteristic

time of diffusion can be calculated, according to:

⌧ =
d

2
p

4⇡2
D

(2.2)
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For solids, with viscosities of order 1012 or greater, this translates to a diffusion co-

efficients of 1e-21 cm2 s�1 and timescales of months for a 100 nm particle (Koop

et al., 2011). While viscosity of particles is in itself interesting, the diffusion coeffi-

cient is the fundamental quantity of interest to mixing. Obviously, such timescales

would make the mixing process irrelevant to the real atmosphere where particles

have a lifetime on the order of a week.

Recently, there has been a spate of research related to particle viscosity and

diffusivity. Qualitatively, particle bounce has been used to infer a solid (and thus

highly viscous) phase-state for SOA (Virtanen et al., 2010; Saukko, Kuuluvainen,

and Virtanen, 2012), with increasing bounce for more oxidized particles (Saukko

et al., 2012). Slow evaporation of SOA in vapor-free experiments have been used

to infer diffusive limitations within particle bulk (Zelenyuk et al., 2012; Abramson

et al., 2013), though other studies suggest that observed slow evaporation could

instead be the result of low-volatility (Saleh, Donahue, and Robinson, 2013) and

should not be conflated with condensed-phase mass transfer limitations. Other

techniques, such as the particle “poke-flow” (Renbaum-Wolff and Grayson, 2013)

and partitioning studies (Perraud et al., 2012), have also concluded that diffusive

limitations in particles may lead to extremely long mixing timescales.

Very few of these studies provide quantitative estimates of the diffusion coeffi-

cient. For SOA particles (from the canonical ↵-pinene + O3 system), the literature

values range from 10�19 m2 s�1 (Zhou et al., 2013) to 10�23 m2 s�1 (Renbaum-

Wolff and Grayson, 2013). These translates to a range of diffusion timescales span-

ning minutes to years. Further work is clearly needed to address this discrepancy.
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Chapter 3
Organic Aerosol Mixing Observed by Single-Particle Mass

Spectrometry

We present direct measurements of mixing between separately prepared organic aerosol

populations in a smog chamber using single particle mass spectra from the High-

Resolution Time-of-Flight Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (HR-ToF-AMS). Docosane and D46-

docosane (22 carbon linear solid alkane) did not show any signs of mixing, but squalane

and D62-squalane (30 carbon branched liquid alkane) mixed on the timescale expected

from a condensational-mixing model. Docosane and D46-docosane were driven to mix

when the chamber temperature was elevated above the melting point for docosane. Do-

cosane vapors were shown to mix into D62-squalane, but not the other way around. These

results are consistent with low diffusivity in the solid phase of docosane particles. We

performed mixing experiments on secondary organic aerosol (SOA) surrogate systems

finding that SOA derived from d8-toluene (a surrogate for anthropogenic SOA (aSOA))

does not mix into squalane (a surrogate for hydrophobic primary organic aerosol (POA)),

but does mix into SOA derived from ↵-pinene (a biogenic SOA (bSOA) surrogate). For

the aSOA/POA, the volatility of either aerosol does not limit gas-phase diffusion, indicating

that the two particle populations do not mix simply because they are immiscible. In the

aSOA/bSOA system, the presence of d8-toluene derived SOA molecules in the ↵-pinene

derived SOA provides evidence that the diffusion coefficient in ↵-pinene derived SOA is

high enough for mixing on the timescale of 1 minute. The observations from all of these

mixing experiments are generally invisible to bulk aerosol composition measurements, but

are made possible with single-particle composition data.

This chapter was originally published as Robinson, Saleh, and Donahue, 2013
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3.1. Introduction

3.1 Introduction

We care about fine particles (aerosol) in the atmosphere for three main reasons:

they kill people, they have strong but uncertain climate effects, and they can make it

very hard to see. Fine particles are central to three of the top 10 leading causes of

mortality in the global burden of disease (Lozano et al., 2013), and roughly 50,000

people per year die in the US from inhalation of excessive levels of fine particles in

ambient air (Pope, Ezzati, and Dockery, 2009). The aerosol indirect effect couples

particles to climate via cloud droplet numbers (Twomey, 1977; Albrecht, 1989).

The associated changes to cloud droplet number, and thus cloud albedo, from pre-

industrial times are one of the largest climate forcing uncertainties (Solomon et al.,

2007) Additionally, direct scattering of light by fine particles also has a significant

climate effect. Finally, haze is simply difficult to see through. By obscuring the

horizon it poses a threat to pilots; this may have been the cause of the small plane

crash that claimed the lives of John F. Kennedy Jr and his companions in 1999

(Showstack, 2000).

Aerosol is a suspension of particles and vapor, and tropospheric aerosol is a

complex mix of inorganic and organic components whose physical and chemical

characteristics depend strongly on source, location, and atmospheric age, among

many other factors (Jimenez et al., 2009). The organic fraction, which comprises

a large percentage of aerosol mass, between 20-90% (Kanakidou et al., 2005), is

poorly understood relative to the inorganic fraction. Organic species in atmospheric

aerosol cover a wide range of molecular weights, polarities, and volatilities (Gold-

stein and Galbally, 2007). Due to the large number and variety of molecules in

tropospheric organic aerosol (OA), thermodynamic predictions of individual equi-

librium vapor pressures and miscibilities in this complex mixture are for practical

purposes impossible.
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3.1. Introduction

The partitioning of organic constituents plays a crucial role in determining the

chemical composition and physical characteristics of particles, as well as the evolv-

ing gas-phase chemistry, an important mechanism for chemical aging in OA (Don-

ahue et al., 2011). Whether there exists a single organic phase or multiple organic

phases should have dramatic consequences for the partial pressures of any organic

molecules in the system, as species in a mixture have greatly reduced equilibrium

vapor pressures compared to their pure reference phase, via Raoult’s Law. Thus it

is extremely important in predictions of aerosol mass and composition to know how

many organic phases are present in aerosol systems found in the atmosphere.

Most regional-scale modeling studies assume an internally-mixed aerosol. This

assumption means that all particles of the same size have the same composition.

Furthermore, if models treat semi-volatile organics, most assume that those or-

ganics form a single phase, which is typically treated as distinct from a second

inorganic (sometimes called aqueous) phase. That organic condensed phase is

assumed to be in equilibrium with the gas phase. Implicit in this assumption is

that diffusion into the condensed organic phase is fast compared to gas-phase dif-

fusion. Recent experimental studies call into question whether this can be true

(Renbaum-Wolff and Grayson, 2013; Vaden et al., 2011; Perraud et al., 2012), and

thus whether an internally-mixed aerosol can be assumed for atmospheric mod-

els. The process of mass exchange between two organic aerosol populations can

shed light on the diffusion timescales within aerosol particles. If mixing is observed

on a rapid timescale, then, unambiguously, significant diffusion limitations are not

present in the system. Conversely, when mixing does not occur, it may point to

mass transfer barriers, including, but not limited to, low condensed-phase diffusiv-

ity.

In this work, we describe experimental techniques for performing aerosol mix-

ing experiments, and demonstrate the use of single-particle mass spectrometry
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for determining whether two aerosol populations mix. This technique is applied

first to mixing experiments between single-component aerosol populations that

cleanly demonstrate both the vapor pressure-driven mixing process, as well as

observations of phase-separation in OA systems. The technique is then applied

to atmospherically-relevant mixing situations, to determine the mixing behavior be-

tween biogenic secondary organic aerosol (SOA) with both anthropogenic SOA

and primary organic aerosol (POA).

3.2 Background

There have been numerous studies experimentally addressing the question of

whether mixed-OA systems have single or multiple phases. A wide range of con-

clusions has been drawn from those studies about general particle behavior in the

atmosphere based either on explicit modeling of the results or on inferences in-

voked to explain discrepancies between expectations and observations. Song et

al. (2007) used yield data from SOA formation on organic seed particles to infer

whether there was a single organic phase, or a core-shell phase-separated mor-

phology in their smog chamber experiments. They concluded that SOA derived

from ↵-pinene oxidation did not mix with dioctyl phtalate (DOP). Hildebrandt et al.

(2011) used a similar experimental design to conclude that SOA from ↵-pinene ox-

idation and SOA from toluene oxidation do mix to form a single phase. Vaden

et al. (2010), using the more direct method of single-particle mass spectrome-

try, observed phase separation in an ↵-pinene SOA/DOP system. Asa-Awuku et

al. (2009) found that initially phase-separated SOA from ↵-pinene oxidation and

diesel exhaust OA collapsed into a single organic phase in a smog chamber ex-

periment, inferred from size-distribution measurements of tracer fragments in the

High-Resolution Time-of-Flight Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (HR-ToF-AMS). Us-

ing a thermodenuder, Cappa and Wilson (2011) identified lubricating oil particles
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coated with ↵-pinene SOA as a two-phase system, having “side-by-side" morpholo-

gies.

Most of the OA mixing studies described above relied on inference to identify

the number of organic phases present, with the exception of Vaden et al.’s single-

particle measurements. Observing sub-micron phase separation directly is ana-

lytically very challenging, but the measurements are of utmost importance. Mea-

suring OA mixing is highly related to another research question as well, regarding

the condensed-phase diffusivity of molecules in OA particles. Recent research has

questioned whether the dynamics of OA mixing would allow it to take place on

atmospheric timescales, even when the constituents favor a single phase at equi-

librium (Vaden et al., 2011; Koop et al., 2011; Perraud et al., 2012). If OA exists as

a glassy solid, with a high internal viscosity and low internal molecular diffusivity,

the timescale for mixing might be long relative to the average atmospheric lifetime

of an OA particle. Thus, any observations of OA mixing are potentially related to

the phase state of OA particles as well.

Two processes can move material between organic particles: coagulation and

condensation (gas-phase diffusion). Coagulational mixing is straight-forward: as

shown in Figure 3.1a, the collision between two different particles (yellow and pur-

ple) will result in one “new" particle with a mixed composition. This new particle

will of necessity be larger than either of the two original particles. However, at the

number concentrations of the experiments we shall describe here (as well as much

of the atmosphere), coagulation is not a significant mixing process. If the aerosol is

semi-volatile, then condensational mixing must be considered as well. When semi-

volatile organics are associated initially with two different particle populations that

are later brought together, if those compounds favor a single condensed phase at

equilibrium they will tend to mix within every particle across both (initially dissimilar)

populations (Marcolli et al., 2004). This “Marcolli mixing” occurs through gas-phase
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diffusion, and could rapidly blur the distinction between particles emitted from var-

ious organic-rich sources (wood burning, vehicles, cooking, etc) while at the same

time redistributing secondary organics among the particle population.

Mixing can mean many things for particles. Particle populations can be said to

be “well mixed” if particles have similar compositions, and particles of the same size

are “internally mixed” if their compositions are all identical. However, well-mixed

particle populations can still contain particles with complex morphologies and mul-

tiple distinct phases in each particle. A common example is the existence of dis-

tinct “organic” and “aqueous” phases (liquid-liquid phase separation) for particles

containing organic compounds that are not above some critical oxidation thresh-

old (Smith, Bertram, and Martin, 2012; Bertram et al., 2011; Marcolli and Krieger,

2006).

Here we are interested in the mixing of different organic constituents within and

among particles. Many organic compounds associated with aerosols are thought

to be semi volatile, meaning significant fractions are found in both the condensed

and vapor phases at equilibrium (Donahue et al., 2006; Robinson et al., 2007;

Odum et al., 1996) This applies to both SOA (Presto and Donahue, 2006) and POA

(Grieshop et al., 2009). SOA is often initially formed via gas-phase oxidation and

subsequent condensation of oxidation products to particles (Kroll et al., 2009); thus

whether or not different secondary compounds form a single phase at equilibrium,

they will tend to wind up on all particles present when they are being formed.

Exp. 10 m3 Smog Chamber 100 L Sample Bag Mixing?
1 Docosane d46-Docosane N
2 d46-Docosane Docosane Y (w/ heating)
3 SOA (d8-Toluene + OH, AS seed) Squalane N
4 d62-Squalane Squalane Y
5 — SOA (↵-Pinene + O3) —
6 SOA (d8-Toluene + OH, AS seed) SOA (↵-Pinene + O3) Y

Table 3.1: List of mixing experiments
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.1: Schematic for mixing experiments. (A) Aerosol populations are prepared in
separate chambers prior to the mixing event. Extreme cases of mixing behavior, where
the two populations exist as completely (B) separate phases (no mixing), or (C) the two
populations mix via gas-phase exchange (complete mixing).

3.3 Methods

3.3.1 Overview of environmental chamber mixing experiments

We conducted a series of mixing experiments, all following a common design de-

picted in Figure 3.1. Experimental details are listed in Table 3.1. For each mixing

experiment, two aerosol populations were prepared separately, each in a cham-

ber isolated from the other. As shown in Figure 3.1a, one aerosol population was

formed in a 100-L teflon sample bag, and the other was formed in a 10 m3 teflon

chamber. This is similar to the procedure used by Asa-Awuku et al. (2009) and dif-

ferent from other SOA mixing studies where there is some sort of sequential aerosol

preparation in the same volume (Song et al., 2007; Hildebrandt et al., 2011). This

accomplished the following goals: first, in the case of SOA, the SOA precursor was

given enough time to completely react with its oxidation source prior to the event

of mixing. Second, all aerosols, both pure-component and SOA, were given time

to reach thermodynamic equilibrium so that they were no longer growing by con-

densation. Only after each population was determined to be in equilibrium were

the contents of the smaller chamber transmitted (via compression) into the larger

chamber. Further changes in the system after this transfer can thus be attributed

to mixing.
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In all experiments presented here, one of the aerosol sources (either the pure-

component aerosol or the SOA precursor) was prepared from a fully-deuterated

compound. This ensures separability in the mass spectra between the two organic

aerosols in each mixing experiment, and provides unique tracer mass fragments

that can be used to determine the source of any particle . Hildebrandt et al., 2011

3.3.2 Aerosol preparation

Aerosol preparation and characterization procedures used in this study are simi-

lar to those used in previous smog-chamber experiments conducted at Carnegie

Mellon University (CMU) (Weitkamp et al., 2007). Prior to each experiment, all

chambers were flushed continuously for >12 hours with clean, dry air (cleaned with

HEPA, silica-gel, and activated-carbon filters in series) to ensure low background

particle, organic vapor, and water concentrations. All experiments were performed

at low (<5%) relative humidity and room temperature (298K). Background particle

concentrations were less than 10 particles cm�3 for each experiment.

SOA was formed by either the ozonolysis of ↵-pinene or the photo-oxidation

of deuterium-substituted toluene (D8-toluene) with added OH. ↵-Pinene SOA was

formed in the 100-L chamber by injecting a liquid aliquot of the precursor into a

heated tube fit with an air-tight septum. Clean, dry air carried the vaporized ↵-

pinene into the 100-L chamber, which was previously charged with excess ozone.

No seed particles were used in the ↵-pinene SOA experiments because the nu-

cleated particles reached a sufficient size (vacuum aerodynamic diameter (Dva)

>180 nm) to be seen with the light scattering laser in the AMS. For D8-toluene SOA

formation, nitrous acid (HONO) was used as an OH source for photo-oxidation.

D8-toluene was added to the 10 m3 chamber using a septum injector, and swept

into the chamber with clean, dry air. HONO was added to the chamber by bub-

bling filtered air through a nitrous acid solution for 15 minutes. Ultraviolet lights
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were turned on to initiate D8-toluene photo-oxidation, but were turned off prior to

the mixing event to cease OH production. Ammonium sulfate seeds were used for

all D8-toluene SOA experiments to provide surface area for condensable organic

vapors. Initial ammonium sulfate concentrations for experiments with seed parti-

cles were 2,000 cm�3 and had a count median diameter of approximately 100 nm.

This ensured that D8-toluene SOA particles would be large enough for detection

by the light scattering module. Seed particles were generated through atomization

of 1 g/L (NH4)2SO4 solution, followed by a silica-gel diffusion dryer and a 2 mC

neutralizer before the particles entered the chamber.

Pure-component organic particles were prepared by flash vaporization. A small,

resistive metal heater enclosed in a stainless-steel sheath was used to flash the

organic material into the chamber, where aerosol particles were formed by ho-

mogenous nucleation. To perform this flash vaporization, an aliquot of the organic

material was placed on the stainless steel surface before the heater was inserted

into the chamber on the end of a long tube. With a flow of clean, dry dispersion

air used to mix the chamber, the heater was power-cycled until the organic mate-

rial completely evaporated. The resulting vapor plume cooled rapidly via mixing in

the chamber, developing a sufficient supersaturation to drive nucleation and rapid

growth of pure particles.

3.3.3 Measurement suite for mixing Experiments

Ensemble particle volume and number concentrations were measured with a Scan-

ning Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS, TSI classifier model 3080, CPC model 3772

or 3010). Ensemble particle composition and mass were measured with a High-

Resolution Time-of-Flight Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (HR-ToF-AMS) operated in

the single-reflection V-mode. Single-particle mass spectra were taken with an HR-

ToF-AMS operated in Light Scattering Single Particle (LSSP) mode. The experi-
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mental setup for these studies is shown in Figure 3.2. We discuss briefly the use

of LS-mode for this application below.

100-L!
Chamber

10 m3 Smog 
Chamber

Large dia. xfer line

SMPS

HR/LS-ToF-AMSTemp-controlled Room

Temperature and RH 
sensor

O3 Monitor

Heated !
injector

O3!
generatorO2

Figure 3.2: Experimental setup for mixing experiments. Blue outlines show measurement
suite, red outlines show the two-chamber design, and black outlines show chamber inputs.
In some experiments, a flash vaporizer (not shown in this picture) was used for aerosol
formation instead of the heated injector.

3.3.4 Operation of HR-ToF-AMS in single-particle mode

Single particle mass spectra for particles with Dva greater than 180 nm were ac-

quired by operating the HR-ToF-AMS in LSSP mode. For all experiments, the HR-

ToF-AMS was operated according to the following procedure: The HR-ToF-AMS

alternated between V-mode, which provides ensemble average mass spectra (MS)

and size-resolved composition data (PToF, particle time of flight), and LSSP-mode,

which provides single-particle sizing and composition information, for 60s each.

The construction and operation of the light scattering module for the ToF-AMS

has been fully described elsewhere (Cross et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2013). Briefly,

the instrument consists of a continuous-wave laser (405 nm, 50-mW; CrystaLaser,

LC BCL-050-405) that crosses the collimated particle beam at a right angle within

the time-of-flight region of the instrument. During LSSP and PToF operation, a

chopper at just after the aerosol lens constitutes the beginning of the PToF region.

During the large majority of chopper cycles, either zero or one particle traverses the
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PToF region. In LSSP-mode, scattered light from sampled particles is collected by

an ellipsoidal mirror with one focus at the particle-laser intersection point and the

other at the photocathode of a photomultiplier tube. The scattering signal provides

two important pieces of information: first, pulse timing measures the flight time

between the chopper and the laser providing the particle vacuum aerodynamic

diameter. Second, the pulse also triggers the collection of individual mass spectra

over the entire chopper cycle. This is necessary because data cannot be acquired

and processed continuously and triggering on light scattering reduces the data rate

to a manageable load.

Data from LSSP-mode were processed using custom software.1 The software

classifies particles based on how they interact with the vaporizer, sorting parti-

cles into “prompt,” “delayed,” and “null” events. Prompt particles are operationally

defined as those particles whose signal arrives within 20% of the predicted time

based on the velocity calculated from the chopper-to-laser distance and the mea-

sured light scattering pulse. Delayed particles are all particles whose MS signals

deviate by more than 20% of the predicted arrival time, and null particles are those

with a scattered light signal but no (below threshold) detectable MS signal (Liu et

al., 2013).

We used the following parameters for data processing: a scattering threshold

(signal-to-noise) of five to reject events with low scattered light intensity (Liu et al.,

2013), and an operationally-defined MS threshold of 15 collected ions for each

particle to be considered for MS analysis. Before sorting particles into “prompt,”

“delayed,” and “null” events. Our results were not sensitive to our MS threshold,

though it should be noted that this value is in-between the two MS thresholds used

in Liu, et al (Liu et al., 2013) (6 ions for CE calculations, and 40 ions for clustering).
1Sparrow 1.04A,written by D. Sueper, Aerodyne Research Inc. and University of

Colorado at Boulder; available at http://cires.colorado.edu/jimenez-group/ ToFAMSRe-
sources/ToFSoftware/index.htmlAnalysis4
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Particle coincidence—i.e. multiple particles entering the ToF region of the instru-

ment per chopper cycle—at the number concentrations of these experiments was

minimal, but can be identified from the scattered light signal. All coincident particles

were filtered by the software, and not considered in the analysis.

Our analysis and separation of single particle mass spectra relies on using the

cosine similarity between two vectors (each of which represent a mass spectrum):

cos(✓) =
~

A · ~B
|| ~A|| || ~B||

(3.1)

This correlation coefficient ranges from zero to one, where values close to one

represent vectors with a small angle between them, or a high degree of similarity.

Values close to zero represent vectors with a high angle of separation and low

similarity. For the mass spectra of single particles, this quantity reflects whether

particles in an ensemble are chemically similar to a chosen reference spectrum (or

not). We have selected chemicals for our mixing experiments that exploit the use

of cosine similarity. Because there exists a high degree of separability between

isotopically- and non-labeled aerosol,(Hildebrandt et al., 2011) cosine similarity is

able to completely segregate into groups the different particles in these mixing

experiments.

3.4 Results and Discussion

3.4.1 Observations of external mixtures

The mixing behavior between aerosol populations of docosane (prepared in the

10 m3 smog chamber) and D46-docosane (prepared in the 100-L sample bag) is

shown in Figure 3.3a. The top panel of Figure 3.3 shows the time series for two

tracer mass spectral fragments unique to each type of particle: m/z 50 (C3D7
+) for

D46-docosane and m/z 43 fragment (C3H7
+) for docosane. All measurements were
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Figure 3.3: Time-evolution of mixing state between aerosol populations of docosane and
D46-docosane. (A) Top panel shows the time-series of marker mass spectral fragments
m/z 43 (docosane) and m/z 50 (D46-docosane), and the total organic mass from the time
of the mixing event from the HR-ToF-AMS running in V-mode. Bottom panel shows uncen-
tered correlation coefficients for all prompt single-particle mass spectra. Reference mass
spectrum is D46-docosane. The plot shows two chemically distinct populations that do not
mix after 5 hours of being in the same chamber. (B) Simulation of condensational mix-
ing between docosane/D46-docosane, showing the mass fraction of each compound in the
initially-docosane particle population versus time.

from the 10 m3 smog chamber (the “mixing chamber"). Roughly one hour before

mixing the two populations, docosane particles were formed in the mixing chamber

via flash vaporization, shown by appearance of m/z 43 in the top panel of Figure

3.3a. D46-docosane particles were then introduced into the mixing chamber from

the smaller bag, shown by the appearance of m/z 50. The particles were then left

undisturbed in the mixing chamber for five hours.

The bottom panel of Figure 3.3a shows the correlation coefficient of each

prompt single-particle MS compared to the reference spectrum of D46-docosane,

plotted as a function of time, calculated using equation 3.1. Particles are colored

by the fraction of a tracer ion to the total ion number according to the following
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equation:

fm/zi
=

# of ions at m/zi
total # of ions

(3.2)

(e.g. f43 = # of ions at m/z 43 / total # of ions for a single-particle). Only particles

with 150 ions or more are shown on this plot for clarity, though this filter does not

affect our result. Prior to mixing, the particles all have very low correlation coeffi-

cients. At t = 0, a new population of particles is visible, with very high correlation

to the D46-docosane reference. Two very distinct populations remain present in the

chamber until the end of the experiment. All mixing experiments follow this same

experimental and presentation scheme.

There were no changes in the correlation coefficients of the two populations,

meaning that no significant mixing occurred. Similarly, when we manually separate

the two groupings and look at their average mass spectra at the end of the experi-

ment (Figure 3.4), there are no changes with time; no marker fragments from either

aerosol are seen in the other grouping’s mass spectra.
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Figure 3.4: Average mass spectra for each particle population at t=4 hours that shows
particles with uncentered correlation (UC) coefficient >0.5 are initially pure D46-docosane,
and particles with UC<0.5 are initially pure docosane. The mass spectra of each population
has almost no fragments in common with the other.
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Figures 3.3 and 3.4 are empirical evidence that coagulation is not a significant

mixing process in these experiments. However, we ran simulations to confirm this

assertion: using a sectional coagulation model, we compared the amount of parti-

cles coagulating into a given size bin with the total number of particles in that bin as

a function of time. Figure 3.5 shows this comparison using particle size-distribution

data from the docosane/D46-docosane experiment. The number of particles co-

agulating into the bin is so small compared to the total number of particles in the

bin, that coagulation can be ignored as a significant mixing process. This is con-

firmed by the complete lack of any significant evolution in the mass spectra for the

two populations during this experiment. This is true for the rest of the experiments

presented as well, which have similar number concentrations.

That docosane and D46-docosane do not show mixing is perhaps surprising.

The docosane/D46-docosane system should have near ideal-solution behavior, as

the two constituents are functionally identical. Mixing is thus driven purely by en-

tropy. We have simulated this experiment using a coupled aerosol- and gas-phase

model, which is presented in Figure 3.3b. The timescale for condensational mixing

for docosane, assuming ideal mixing with D46-docosane and no condensed-phase

barriers to mass transfer, should be on the order of minutes. The saturation con-

centration of solid docosane at T = 293.15 K is estimated to be C

sat = 25 µg m�3

for the conditions of these experiments (Pankow and Asher, 2008).

We hypothesize that the mixing barrier in this case is either low molecular diffu-

sivity in the condensed phase or low mass accommodation, due to the solid phase

of docosane (and D46-docosane) at the temperature of this experiment. Accom-

modation coefficients, ↵, of several orders of magnitude below unity have been

reported for crystalline solids (Somorjai and Lester, 1967). In fact, ↵  10�4 is re-

quired to explain the observation here. To test this hypothesis, the experiment was

repeated with an additional step where the smog chamber temperature was in-
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Figure 3.5: Simulated time series of number concentration for SMPS size bin with midpoint
Dp=210 nm for docosane/D46-docosane mixing experiment. Figure shows the total number
of particles in the given size bin (red), and the number of particles coagulating both into
(green) and out of the size bin (blue) as a function of time from the mixing event. Because
the number of particles moving to and from the size bin is small compared to the total
number of particles, coagulation is shown to be of minimal importance as a mixing process
for the number concentrations of these experiments.

creased from 25 �C to 46 �C two hours after the mixing event. The melting point of

docosane is 44 �C. Figure 3.6 shows a sharp transition from two separate particle

populations to a single population of mixed composition when the smog cham-

ber reaches its maximum temperature. While the entropic driving force is high for

vapors of one compound to condense into particles of the other in both of these

experiments, the solid phase makes the particles unavailable to accept vapors on

the timescale of the experiment. The same barrier is not present when the particles

are liquid, and in this case we do see mixing. These data emphasize the value of
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single-particle composition data, as this result would otherwise have been invisible

to bulk composition measurements.
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Figure 3.6: Time-evolution of mixing between docosane and D46-docosane with smog
chamber heating. With the increase of temperature at t = 0 the two distinct populations
rapidly mix into a single phase.

We also validated this hypothesis with a mixing experiment between squalane

and D46-docosane (presented in Figure 3.7). D46-docosane particles were pre-

pared initially in the larger smog chamber, and squalane particles were moved

from the 100-L bag into the smog chamber to initiate the mixing experiment. D46-

docosane vapors were taken up rapidly at 25 �C by squalane particles, which pre-

sented no diffusion limitation to absorption due to their liquid phase-state. Squalane

vapors were not observed to move into the solid docosane particles even though

our condensational-mixing model predicts that they should if the accomodation

coefficient were high (see Figure S4). This further supports our conclusion that

docosane is volatile enough to mix through the gas phase under typical ambient

conditions, but that mass transfer or diffusion limitations prevent solid docosane
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Figure 3.7: Time-evolution of mixing state between aerosol populations of squalane and
D46-docosane. (A) Top panel shows the single-particle data colored by the fraction of the
sum of prominent marker fragments for each pure component. Prominent squalane frag-
ments are the colorscale for the middle panel, while prominent D46-docosane markers are
the colorscale for the bottom panel. Reference mass spectrum is D46-docosane. The data
show squalane absorbing material from D46-docosane, but not the other way around. (B)
Simulation of squalane/D46-docosane condensational mixing, showing the mass fraction of
squalane in each particle population versus time.

particles from absorbing molecules from the gas phase.

We also observe a persistent external mixture in a similar mixing experiment

between SOA formed via oxidation of D8-toluene (Hildebrandt et al., 2011) and

pure squalane particles, the results of which are shown in Figure 3.8. Both of these

aerosol types are often used as atmospheric surrogates in smog chamber studies.

SOA formed from toluene oxidation SOA is commonly used as a laboratory sur-
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rogate for anthropogenic SOA (Pandis et al., 1992), while squalane is extremely

low vapor pressure oil, and is used to represent hydrophobic POA (Song et al.,

2007). Because the liquid squalane particles will take up vapors rapidly if thermo-

dynamics favors it (as with docosane), this suggests that the limitation comes from

the toluene-derived SOA. Either the SOA simply has very low volatility and thus no

vapors to add to the squalane particles, or mixing is simply not favored.
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Figure 3.8: Time-evolution of mixing state between aerosol populations of squalane and
D8-toluene secondary organic aerosol with single particle data colored by f43. Reference
mass spectrum is D8-toluene SOA. The two particle populations remain distinct over the
course of the experiment.

The correlation coefficients (reference D8-toluene SOA) for the two populations

remain completely segregated hours after they are combined, meaning there is

no significant mixing between the two condensed phases (bottom panel of Figure

3.8). Note also that the correlation coefficients of the ammonium sulfate seed par-

ticles are low compared to the SOA formed from D8-toluene oxidation reference
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spectrum. These low-coefficient particles begin to disappear as soon as the D8-

toluene oxidation is initiated, providing single-particle evidence of organic oxidation

products coating the salt seed particle. We also calculated coagulation to be in-

significant for this experimental timescale.

Unlike the docosane/D46-docosane experiment, this result is completely ex-

pected. Squalane, a long-chain branched alkane, is very likely immiscible with the

oxidation products comprising the SOA from D8-toluene, functionalized molecules

such as epoxides and diols (Baltaretu et al., 2009). These results are consistent

with those reported by Song et al. (2007), who saw no yield enhancement for

biogenic SOA (↵-pinene + O3) in the presence of surrogate POA seed (dioctyl-

phthalate, a compound similar to squalane), evidence they used to conclude that

SOA and POA form separate phases. Our result indicates that anthropogenic SOA

and hydrophobic POA do not mix, though whether this should be extrapolated from

the laboratory to the atmosphere is unclear. Regardless, these data demonstrate

that smog chamber mixing experiments with single-particle data can be used to

answer such questions of atmospheric significance.

3.4.2 Observations of vapor pressure-driven mixing

We performed an identical mixing experiment with populations of squalane and

D62-squalane particles, the results of which are shown in Figure 3.9a. Unlike the

docosane mixing experiment, we see clear evidence of mixing between squalane

and D62-squalane, even though the vapor-pressure driving force for squalane (Csat

= 8 ⇥ 10�2
µg m�3 at T = 293.15 K (Pankow and Asher, 2008)) is much lower than

even the solid phase of docosane. There is clear evolution in the chemical compo-

sition of the two visible particle populations over the course of the experiment, as

shown in Figure 3.9a. Only particles with 150 ions or more are shown on this plot

for clarity, though this filter does not affect our result.
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Figure 3.9: Time-evolution of mixing state between aerosol populations of squalane and
D62-squalane. (a.) Reference mass spectrum is D62-squalane. (b.) Time-series of mass
percent of squalane and D62-squalane for the particle population that was initially pure
squalane.

We manually separated the two particle groupings into different categories (one

with a correlation coefficient less than 0.5, the other greater than 0.5). The aver-

age mass spectra for each grouping is calculated for the first 30 minutes after the

aerosol populations are mixed together and at t=4 hours, shown in Figure 3.10.

These average single particle mass spectra closely resemble the pure mass spec-

tra of D62-squalane and squalane collected with standard V-mode operation of the

HR-ToF-AMS in calibration experiments (see Figure S5). At t=4 hours, the promi-

nent peaks in each grouping at t = 0 have grown into the mass spectrum of the

opposite grouping (for instance, m/z 50 (C3D7
+) is initially absent in the squalane

grouping, but is significant at t=4 hours). With this manual method, we are thus

able to quantify the extent to which the two populations have mixed as a function

of time. Using a simple chemical mass balance approach, we calculate the mass
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Figure 3.10: Average mass spectra for each particle population at t=0 and t=4 hours. (A)
Particles with UC>0.5 (initially pure D62-squalane). (B) Particles with UC<0.5 (initially pure
squalane). The MS at t=4 hours for each (A) and (B) show tracer fragments unique to the
other pure component showing up in the average mass spectrum.

percent of the two chemicals in each aerosol population:

Percent A =
fm/zi

fm/zipure,t=0

(3.3)

By the end of the experiment (4.5 hours from the mixing event), the initially pure-

squalane particles are 78% percent squalane and 22% D62-squalane by mass

while the “D62-squalane particles" are 58% percent squalane and 42% percent

D62-squalane. This time evolution of the mass percent of each compound in the

initially-pure particles is presented in Figure 3.9b. The same condensational-mixing

model is applied to this squalane mixing experiment, which is also plotted in Fig-

ure 3.9b. The agreement between the model and the data indicate that squalane

exhibits ideal mixing, with no accommodation limitations, as expected.

Though the mixing is “expected” based on our modeling, it is worth noting how

counterintuitive this is. Squalane is a 30-carbon molecule with a saturation con-

centration of roughly 10�2
µg m

�3 and yet within a few hours these molecules will

wander from particle to particle under ambient conditions. This serves to empha-

size just how sticky a molecule must be to remain more or less firmly on or in
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ambient particles; it must be much less volatile than glucose or paraffin wax (Don-

ahue et al., 2011) . This is also why the vast majority of primary aerosol emissions

from combustion sources such as internal combustion engines, open burning, and

cooking are in fact quite volatile (Robinson et al., 2010). The gas phase, in turn, is

a dangerous place for large hydrocarbons and they are oxidized rapidly (Donahue

et al., 2013). Compounds used as molecular markers of specific sources, such as

levoglucosan used to identify wood burning, decay rapidly due to gas-phase attack

by hydroxyl radicals (Hennigan et al., 2010). This oxidation in turn often produces

lower volatility products that are sticky enough to remain (at least partly) in the con-

densed phase and thus form secondary (oxidized) organic aerosol (Robinson et al.,

2007; Presto et al., 2010).

The squalane experiment is a clear demonstration of both the process and

timescale of condensational mixing. However, it is also a situation where single-

particle composition data are the only type of data that can reveal this process,

as the size-distributions for squalane and D62-squalane are completely coincident.

Asa-Awuku et al. (2009) use non-coincident mass distributions (from PToF-mode)

to reveal that diesel-exhaust POA can dissolve into ↵-pinene SOA. Their analysis,

however, relies on the distributions being initially distinct in size, so that movement

of material from one mode to another can be seen. In the above experiment, due to

the coincidence of the size distributions, this mixing behavior is thus invisible, and

no conclusions about mixing can be made. In such situations, only single-particle

mass spectra can elucidate mixing behavior using data from an AMS.

Correlation plots can also be used to visualize mixing dynamics in these cham-

ber studies. Figure 3.11 shows the correlation of mass spectral tracer fragments

for each aerosol population colored by time from the mixing event. In the docosane

case (Figure 3.11a), there is a high degree of anti-correlation between each tracer,

which persists for the entire experiment. On the other hand, for squalane (Fig-
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Figure 3.11: Correlation plots between marker mass spectral fragments with color-scale
indicating time in the experiment (red=beginning, purple=end). (A) Docosane (m/z 43
marker) and D46-docosane (m/z 50 marker) mixing experiment. (B) Squalane and D62-
squalane mixing experiment. Note particles are gaining signal from the opposite marker
with time.

ure 3.11b) we see the two distinct vectors converging over time as each aerosol

population picks up molecules of the other from the shared vapor phase.

3.4.3 Observation of mixing between ↵-pinene-derived SOA and toluene-derived

SOA

Having established our ability to observe the presence and absense of mixing in

several systems, we now turn to the mixing behavior of SOA derived from two im-

portant precursors associated with anthropogenic and biogenic emissions: toluene

and ↵-pinene, respectively. SOA from ↵-pinene was prepared by ozonolysis in a

100-L sample bag. SOA from isotopically-labeled toluene was formed in a 10 m3

smog chamber by OH oxidation, similar to the previously described experiment.

↵-pinene SOA was then added to the larger smog chamber. Single-particle mass

spectra were correlated with a reference mass spectrum for SOA derived from D8-

toluene to assess mixing behavior. The system including the isotopic labels is
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Figure 3.12: (A)Time series of ↵-Pinene SOA control dilution experiment.Reference mass
spectrum is D8-toluene SOA. (B) Time series of mixing experiment between ↵-pinene SOA
and D8-toluene SOA. Reference mass spectrum is D8-toluene SOA. Note that the particles
containing high amounts of m/z 43 are much more closely correlated with the D8-toluene
reference than ↵-pinene SOA diluted into a clean chamber).

identical to the one described by Hildebrandt, et al (Hildebrandt et al., 2011), ex-

cept those authors formed the two SOA in a single chamber, with one type serving

as a condensation seed for the other. Here we formed the two populations sepa-

rately and followed their mixing after chemistry reached its completion.

As a control, shown in Figure 3.12a, we first injected SOA derived from ↵-

pinene oxidation into a clean smog chamber. The lower panel plots the correlation

coefficient of these particles with reference to SOA derived from D8-toluene, which

remains near zero throughout the 2 hour experiment. However, as shown in Figure

3.12b, when the same ↵-pinene derived SOA particles were injected into a smog

chamber containing SOA derived from toluene, the mass spectra of those ↵-pinene

particles rapidly developed a strong correlation with the reference spectrum. This

indicates that a significant mass of condensable vapors from the D8 toluene mixed
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Figure 3.13: (A) Normalized histogram of distribution of f 43 within single particles for the
↵-pinene SOA and D8-toluene SOA mixing experiment, and a pure ↵-pinene SOA dilution
experiment. The fraction of the ↵-pinene marker fragment shifts to lower values with the
incorporation of non-↵-pinene SOA molecules entering the particles. (B) Normalized his-
togram of distribution of f 30 for: pure ↵-pinene SOA particles from a control experiment,
as well as single particles from the ↵-pinene SOA and D8-toluene SOA mixing experiment.
Separate traces are shown for all single particles in the mixing experiment, as well as single
particles with significant m/z43 (originally ↵-pinene SOA).

into the particles derived from ↵-pinene.

The histogram in Figure 3.13a shows the distribution of f43 for these two ex-

periments. In Figure 3.13a, there is a clear reduction in the fraction of m/z 43, as

toluene molecules have condensed onto these particles and now contribute new

fragments to the single particle MS. There is no contribution of m/z 43 to the the

SOA derived from toluene oxidation, shown by the green trace in Figure 3.13a, so

all particles with significant f43 are SOA particles originally from ↵-pinene oxidation.

When those ↵-pinene derived particles enter a chamber containing toluene-derived

SOA, the peak in the histogram shifts from 0.2 to 0.12. This indicates that approx-

imately 40% of the mass in the particles comes from toluene oxidation products,

indicating a high degree of mixing throughout most of the volume of these particles.

A similar histogram showing the distribution of f30 confirms that D8-toluene oxida-
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tion product fragments (for which m/z 30 is a unique tracer) condense onto SOA

from ↵-pinene oxidation (Figure 3.13b). SOA from ↵-pinene oxidation in our control

experiment shows practically no signal from m/z 30. However, there is significant

m/z 30 in the ↵-pinene SOA (determined by filtering the single particle mass spec-

tra for f43>0.05) after the mixing event.

Because the mass size distributions for the two SOA populations have unique

mass spectral fragments that distinct in size, we are able to use PToF data to con-

firm our conclusions (as in Asa-Awuku et al., 2009). Figure 3.14 shows a toluene

fragment (m/z 30) condensing onto the originally-↵-pinene derived SOA particles.
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Figure 3.14: Time-evolution of normalized mass distributions for m/z 30, a marker fragment
for D8-toluene SOA. ↵-pinene SOA marker fragment (m/z 43) is plotted in the background
to show how D8-toluene SOA molecules are condensing onto the ↵-pinene SOA mode.

The presence of D8-toluene oxidation products within the SOA from ↵-pinene

oxidation must be from absorption of those vapors into the particles. Coagulation

is ruled out, as previously explained for above experiments, as an important mixing

process for its long timescale (see Figure 3.5). Adsorption is ruled out because

there is no driving force for residual vapors to adsorb onto the SOA from ↵-pinene,

as there is not a super-saturation of D8-toluene oxidation products in the chambers.

Thus, the presence of oxidized D8-toluene molecules at the mass fraction of ⇠40%,
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very strongly indicates that there is absorption into the ↵-pinene SOA particles.

Interestingly, almost no mixing occurs in the other direction. As shown by the

strong band of particles with high correlation to the D8-toluene SOA reference, few

of these toluene particles receive ↵-pinene SOA molecules. The majority (over 70

%) of particles with correlation >0.8 have no m/z 43 in them at all. It is possible that

there were few if any ↵-pinene SOA vapors available for condensation into the D8-

toluene SOA. Other studies have shown diluted ↵-pinene SOA to evaporate slowly,

on multi-hour timescales, due either to (1) very low internal diffusivities for organic

molecules trying to escape the condensed phase and reach the new equilibrium

dictated by the dilution (Vaden et al., 2011), or (2) some other long timescale pro-

cess, such as the decomposition of oligomeric species (Grieshop, Donahue, and

Robinson, 2007). We can say with confidence that some fraction (if not all) of an

↵-pinene SOA particle does not have extremely low internal diffusivity, character-

istic of crystalline solids or glasses. We draw this conclusion because D8-toluene

SOA molecules are able to enter the ↵-pinene-derived SOA particles rapidly (in

minutes). It remains possible that some fraction of the ↵-pinene SOA particles do

not absorb toluene oxidation product vapors, but our measurements do not allow

us to answer this question nor diagnose a particle morphology.

3.5 Conclusions

Particle mixing dynamics are critically important to the evolution of organic aerosols

in the atmosphere. The data presented here show that single particle mass spectra

from LSSP operation of the HR-ToF-AMS are extremely effective at elucidating the

mixing dynamics of aerosol populations. Indeed, we present experiments where

any mixing behavior happening would be invisible to the normal ensemble mea-

surement techniques.

Distinct particle populations will mix when there is a thermodynamic driving
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force to do so. This happens at a rate no faster than a maximum determined by

the volatility of constituents comprising the particles. The rate may be slower if

there are substantial barriers to mass transfer, such as accommodating into crystal

lattices or diffusing through a highly viscous condensed phase. It is important to

distinguish between thermodynamic versus kinetic reasons for non-mixing. That is,

particle populations that slowly mix (or don’t mix at all) because they are immiscible

must be distinguished from those that mix slowly because other mass transfer lim-

itations. Thus, when experiments reveal relatively rapid mixing there is little or no

ambiguity about potential mass transfer limitations. When mixing is slow, one can

conclude that condensed phase mass-transfer limitations exist only when volatil-

ity limitations to mixing have been ruled out. We have shown examples of each

situation.

By employing single-component particle populations containing isotopically la-

beled molecules of known volatility, we have been able to identify systems that mix

according to expectation and others that show clear limitations to mass transfer.

Populations comprised of hydrogenated and deuterated squalane (30 carbon liquid

oil) mix with each other slowly over the course of many hours, at a rate consis-

tent with the (extremely low) saturation mass concentration of the squalane. This

serves to illustrate just how low saturation vapor pressures must be for molecules

to stay in particles under ambient conditions. Conversely, populations of particles

containing much lower molecular weight hydrogenated and deuterated docosane

(22 carbon paraffin wax) fail to show any signs of mixing for many hours at room

temperature. This is true even though the saturation concentration of docosane

vapors above solid docosane is much higher than that of squalane vapors over liq-

uid squalane. When heated above the melting point of the docosane, however, the

hydrogenated and deuterated docosane particle populations mix rapidly. Because

docosane vapors also mix into liquid squalane particles at room temperature, this
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indicates clearly that mass-transfer limitations do exist for uptake of docosane va-

pors into crystalline docosane particles.

In the atmosphere, particle populations are complex mixtures, and in many

cases they contain highly oxidized secondary organic constituents. It is these ox-

idized molecules that have most frequently been associated with highly viscous

glassy states in particles (Zobrist et al., 2008; Koop et al., 2011; Vaden et al., 2011);

SOA derived from ↵-pinene has been identified as slow to evaporate (Vaden et al.,

2011) and by implication glassy.

Here we have shown that particle populations comprised of biogenic SOA de-

rived from ozonolysis of ↵-pinene and anthropogenic SOA derived from OH oxida-

tion of (deuterated) toluene are able to mix quickly. Specifically, vapors derived from

deuterated toluene are able to mix into particles derived from ↵-pinene very quickly.

Those same toluene-derived vapors show no sign of mixing into particles of pure

squalane, suggesting that the lack of mixing in the presence of toluene-derived va-

pors indicates a thermodynamic inhibition (they are simply immiscible), rather than

a mass-transfer limitation to uptake. There is thus no evidence that these ↵-pinene

derived SOA particles had any substantial mass-transfer limitations delaying vapor

uptake.

The same mixing experiments that revealed rapid mixing of toluene-derived va-

pors into ↵-pinene derived SOA particles did not show mass transfer going the

other way. There was no uptake of ↵-pinene derived vapors into particles derived

from toluene oxidation. The reasons for this remain unknown. It may be that the

vapor concentration of the diluted ↵-pinene ozonolysis products are simply too low

(possibly because the ↵-pinene derived particles are not volatile enough to pro-

duce them), or it may be because the toluene-derived particles raise barriers to

the uptake of those vapors. Recent experimental (Saleh, Donahue, and Robinson,

2013) and modeling (Trump and Donahue, 2014) work from our group suggest
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that the volatility distribution of ↵-pinene derived SOA may be lower than reported

previously from SOA formation studies (Pathak et al., 2007). Whether the lack of

penetration into the D8-toluene derived SOA by molecules from ↵-pinene oxidation

is due to low volatility, diffusion-limitations or mass transfer barriers, or is simply an

issue of miscibility, is a question being pursued in future work.

The experiments described here reveal that answers to questions such as “are

SOA particles glassy?” or “does ambient organic aerosol reach equilibrium rapidly

in the atmosphere?” are complex and the answers likely depend on the specific

characteristics of the mixtures in question. We must take great care to avoid gen-

eralizations about either the presence or absence of equilibrium behavior and take

great pains to understand these systems under conditions that come as close as

possible to those found in the real atmosphere. The biogenic ↵-pinene SOA system

is a de facto model for SOA in both experimental studies and chemical transport

models, and the experiments described here reveal that these particles can rapidly

uptake vapors from an external source. While not a direct measurement of equi-

librium, these data do show that diffusion in SOA from ↵-pinene ozonolysis should

not impede equilibrium partitioning. Other recent studies (Saleh, Donahue, and

Robinson, 2013; Yatavelli et al., 2013) that do measure equilibrium timescales in

SOA systems show that they are short. There is thus no compelling reason to rush

to judgement that all organic aerosol systems are necessarily slow to equilibrate

under ambient conditions, but there is certainly a compelling reason to continue

to probe the question of when systems are likely to move slowly toward equilib-

rium and how the equilibrium timescale significantly influences important aerosol

properties, like mixing.
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Chapter 4
Probing the morphology and diffusivity of mixed SOA/Squalane

particles using size-resolved composition and single-particle

measurements

An analysis of the formation and evaporation of mixed-particles containing squalane and

SOA is presented. First, we use a two-population smog chamber experiment to test

the phase-behavior between isotopically-labeled squalane (D62-squalane) and SOA (from

↵-pinene + O3). Next, we present mixed-particle experiments where one particle-type

(squalane or SOA) was prepared first to serve as surface area for condensation of the

other material, forming the mixed-particles. The mixed-particles were then subjected to a

heating-ramp from 22 to 44 �C in the chamber. From these experiments, we were able to

determine that: 1) squalane and SOA phase separate; 2) the vast majority of squalane is

able to evaporate from the mixed particles on the same timescale regardless of the order

of preparation; 3) almost all of the SOA mass is comprised of material less volatile than

squalane; 4) AMS collection efficiency in these mixed-particle systems is highly variable

over the course of these experiments where particle phase is (likely) dynamic, but can be

parameterized as a function of the mass fraction of squalane, and 5) the evaporation profile

of squalane can be used for estimate the diffusion coefficient (D
org

) of squalane through

SOA at these elevated temperatures.

4.1 Introduction

Atmospheric aerosol particles negatively influence human health and have a large,

yet highly uncertain impact on the climate (Solomon et al., 2007). The organic frac-

tion of atmospheric particulate matter (PM) comprises 20-90% of the submicron

Orignally prepared for publication as: Robinson, E.S., Saleh, R., and Donahue, N.M.: Probing
the morphology and diffusivity of mixed SOA/Squalane particles using size-resolved composition and
single-particle measurements. Env. Sci. & Tech., 2014. in preparation
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PM mass, and is a complex mixture of myriad different species emitted either di-

rectly as particles (primary organic aerosol (POA)) or transferred to the condensed

phase through oxidative chemistry (secondary organic aerosol (SOA)) (Jimenez

et al., 2009). Owing largely to this chemical complexity, the processes surround-

ing the formation, growth, and chemical evolution of OA in the atmosphere are

currently poorly understood, as evinced by a persistent gap between measured at-

mospheric OA and the predictions of regional chemical transport models (Volkamer

et al., 2006).

Most predictive models assume all classes of OA (e.g. biogenic SOA, hydropho-

bic POA) form a single, pseudo-ideal condensed phase (e.g. Strader, Lurmann,

and Pandis, 1999). This requires that all OA types are miscible in one-another and

exhibit no barriers to mass transfer that would cause the mixing process to play out

over multiple timesteps within the model. These models also assume that equili-

bration with a changing gas-phase happens on timescales shorter than the model

timesteps. It has been recently proposed that these assumptions may not hold un-

der certain circumstances for many types of OA, and may significantly contribute to

the discrepancy between models and measurements.

First, multiple recent smog chamber studies present convincing evidence for

phase-separation between different classes of OA (e.g. different varieties of SOA

and POA (Song et al., 2007; Asa-Awuku et al., 2009; Robinson, Saleh, and Don-

ahue, 2013)). Very likely there are multiple organic phases present in the atmo-

spheric OA ensemble, especially in urban areas with diverse sources of particles

(Moffet et al., 2008). Second, recent experimental studies argue that SOA can re-

main out of equilibrium with its gas-phase on long timescales: Vaden et al. (2011)

reported evaporation rates of SOA in a vapor-free environment that were much

slower than predicted based on previously reported volatility distributions. These

data were used to conclude that there are diffusive limitations to mass transfer
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within the particle bulk. Perraud et al. (2012) reported differences between mea-

sured particle-phase concentrations of organic nitrates in SOA and their expected

concentrations assuming ideal activity coefficients, implicating either variable activ-

ity coefficients as a function of OA concentrations for organic nitrates in SOA, or

mass transfer limitations. In evaporation studies using pyrene as a chemical tracer

for diffusion within SOA, Abramson et al. (2013) and Zelenyuk et al. (2012) both re-

ported evaporation rates for pyrene embedded in SOA slower than for pure pyrene,

which is again used to conclude that molecular diffusion of organics within SOA is

very slow.

There exists a small number of studies that attempt to quantify the diffusivity of

organics within an SOA matrix (and at the publication date of this thesis, the follow-

ing is a comprehensive list). Using evaporative perturbation techniques at dry (RH

< 5%, Abramson et al. (2013) report Dorg for pyrene within SOA to be 2.5⇥10�17

cm2/s, and Loza et al. (2013) report Dorg within SOA to be 1⇥10�17 cm2/s. Zhou

et al. (2013) also measure the Dorg value of pyrene through SOA from ↵-pinene +

O3, but do so by measuring the decay of pyrene via heterogenous reaction. They

report Dorg = 2 ⇥ 10�14, 8 ⇥ 10�14 (in cm2/s), and > 1 ⇥ 10�12 for RH = 5%, 50%,

and 70%, respectively. Similarly, Renbaum-Wolff and Grayson (2013) report Dorg

as a function of RH, though using dissimilar methods—mechanical measurements

of viscosity. They report a range of almost ten orders of magnitude (Dorg < 10 �17

cm2/s at RH < 30% and Dorg ⇠ 10 �9 cm2/s at RH < 30%. Clearly, the plasticizing

effect of water plays a role in organic diffusivity within SOA, but also (likely) the

organic molecule moving through the SOA matrix (e.g. pyrene).

Simultaneously, recent work (Ehn et al., 2015; Kokkola et al., 2014) shows that

some SOA types are likely much less volatile than previous studies had suggested

(Pathak et al., 2007). A much lower volatility distribution for SOA would potentially

explain the slow evaporation seen in previous studies, without invoking mass trans-
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fer limitations to explain the data (Saleh, Donahue, and Robinson, 2013). Similarly,

non-mixing between different types of OA has recently been cited as evidence for

slow diffusivity within SOA (Loza et al., 2013), though low volatility and/miscibility

limitations could potentially explain these data as well. In general, a thorough un-

derstanding of a given system’s expected phase behavior and volatility distribu-

tion(s) are required to make conclusions about mass transfer within particles, and

all of these aspects are important for how OA dynamics are conceptualized in re-

gional models.

The experiments presented here add to our understanding of mixing, mass

transfer, and volatility of SOA. We present experiments in which particles with two

phases are sequentially prepared (e.g. SOA formation onto squalane seeds), and

then subjected to elevated temperatures. Depending on the morphology of these

mixed-particles (e.g. SOA shell on a squalane core), these experiments provide

a direct test of organic diffusivity within SOA during the temperature-ramp pertur-

bation. We find that squalane is able to evaporate from these mixed particles on

short timescales, and are also able to estimate the fraction of the SOA with volatility

lower than that of squalane. We also present mixing experiments between sepa-

rate populations of SOA and D62-squalane particles that directly demonstrate the

phase-separation behavior between the two aerosol types.

4.2 Methods

We performed variations on two basic experiments: 1) separately preparing two

aerosol populations and combining them into a common volume, and 2) preparing

an aerosol population of uniform (nominally core-shell) composition. All experi-

ments were conducted in dry smog chamber conditions (RH < 5%). Both experi-

mental procedures and the measurement suite used are detailed in the following

section.
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4.2.1 Two-population experiments

We have reported the concept and procedure for similar two-population experi-

ments in detail previously (Robinson, Saleh, and Donahue, 2013). In brief, two

aerosol populations are prepared in separate chambers, and then combined into a

shared volume. By using single-particle mass spectrometry, we can track the com-

position of each population and attribute further compositional changes to mixing.

In this mixing experiment, we prepared SOA from the reaction of ↵-pinene and

O3 in a 50-L sample bag. The bag was charged with excess ozone, into which 1.2

µL of ↵-pinene was injected through a heated tube fitted with an airtight septum. Af-

ter 15 minutes, the contents of the sample bag were then diluted by a factor of ⇠200

into a 10 m3 smog chamber, and left for one hour for characterization. The reason

for preparing the SOA this way, as opposed to in the smog chamber directly, was

to ensure that particles were large enough to be measured by the light-scattering

single-particle (LSSP) module of the AMS, which has a lower optical detection limit

of dva = 180 nm. It should be noted that the SOA in these experiments was formed

at high concentration (mass yield curves suggest COA ⇠ 6 mg m�3) but then diluted

to a much lower value (COA ⇠ 30 µg m�3). In a separate 50-L sample bag, we pre-

pared D62-squalane particles by flash vaporization. A small aliquot of D62-squalane

was placed onto the tip of a heated stainless steel surface and then inserted into

the sample bag for in situ vaporization, after which homogeneously-nucleated D62-

squalane particles formed. The contents of this bag were also then diluted into

the larger smog chamber. This experiment was performed to establish whether or

not SOA and D62-squalane should be expected to form a single phase or remain

phase-separated.
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4.2.2 Mixed-particle experiments

We performed two types of mixed-particle experiments: 1.) SOA particles were

used as seeds for condensation of D62-squalane, and 2.) D62-squalane particles

were used as seeds for condensation of SOA. In all cases, the SOA was formed

from the reaction of ↵-pinene + O3.

For experiments using D62-squalane as seed particles, D62-squalane was flash

vaporized directly into the 10 m3 smog chamber. High heat and low (3 lpm) flow of

dispersal air was used to ensure a high super-saturation in the vapor plume which

led to large, homogeneously-nucleated particles (number mode diameter, d = 160

nm; condensation sink, CS = 0.34 min�1). After formation and characterization

of the D62-squalane particles, the smog chamber was charged with ozone (⇠ 1-2

ppm), and then a 1.2 µL aliquot of ↵-pinene was injected into the chamber through

a heated tube fitted with a septum. Clean, dry air was used to carry ↵-pinene vapor

into the smog chamber. In some cases, limited SOA nucleation was observed

in addition to condensation onto the pre-existing seed particles, and in others no

nucleation occurred and all SOA condensed onto the pre-existing seed particles.

In the reverse experiment, where SOA was used as a seed for condensation of

D62-squalane, SOA was formed under the same conditions described in the pre-

vious section (SOA from 1.2 µL ↵-pinene + excess O3 was prepared in and then

diluted from a 50-L sample bag into the 10 m3 smog chamber). Following SOA

characterization in the 10 m3 smog chamber, D62-squalane was flash-vaporized di-

rectly into the chamber. In all of these experiments, there were no homogeneously-

nucleated D62-squalane particles—all of the D62-squalane condensed onto existing

SOA particles. This was confirmed by a large increase in particle volume without

any accompanying increase in particle number concentration, as measured by the

SMPS. The flash vaporization was conducted with low-heat and a high (15 lpm)
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flow of dispersal air, to dilute the high-concentration D62-squalane plume as much

as possible. This reduced the supersaturation of the squalane, preventing any new

particle formation.

After preparation and characterization of the mixed-particles, the smog cham-

ber temperature was then elevated from 22 �C to 44 �C, perturbing the equilibrium

of the system, and prompting evaporation.

4.2.3 Instrument suite

Relative humidity and temperature in the smog chamber were monitored using a

commercial humidity monitor (Vaisala HNP-233). Ozone was generated by flowing

oxygen through a corona-discharge ozone generator (Azco, HTU500AC) and mea-

sured using a UV photometric ozone monitor (Dasibi 1008-PC). Ensemble particle

volume and number concentrations were measured using a Scanning Mobility Par-

ticle Sizer (SMPS; TSI, Inc.). Organic aerosol composition and mass were mea-

sured with the High-Resolution Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (HR-Tof-AMS; Aero-

dyne, Inc.) operated in single-reflectron V-mode, fully described by DeCarlo et al.

(DeCarlo et al., 2006). Data collected in MS/PToF modes were analyzed using a

custom software packages SQUIRREL1 and PIKA2. Single-particle mass spectra

were acquired using the light-scattering single-particle (LSSP) module coupled to

the HR-ToF-AMS (Cross et al., 2009). Single-particle data analysis was performed

using the SPARROW software package3. An operationally-defined threshold of 6

ions was used to distinguish null particle events from particles giving meaningful

chemical mass signals (Liu et al., 2013).
1SQUIRREL 1.51,written by D. Sueper, Aerodyne Research Inc. and University of Colorado at

Boulder; available at http://tinyurl.com/tofams?analysis
2PIKA 1.12C, written by D. Sueper, Aerodyne Research Inc. and University of Colorado at Boulder;

available at http://tinyurl.com/tofams?analysis
3Sparrow 1.04A,written by D. Sueper, Aerodyne Research Inc. and University of

Colorado at Boulder; available at http://cires.colorado.edu/jimenez-group/ ToFAMSRe-
sources/ToFSoftware/index.htmlAnalysis4
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4.3 Results

4.3.1 Two-population SOA/Squalane mixing

Previously, we have shown that squalane OA is capable of mixing through gas-

phase exchange on the timescales of smog chamber experiments, by conducting a

two-population experiment with labeled/unlabeled squalane (Robinson, Saleh, and

Donahue, 2013). We have also shown that labeled squalane OA and SOA formed

from toluene oxidation do not mix together, despite the lack of a diffusive barrier to

absorption of toluene-SOA vapors into liquid squalane particles, and the availability

of semi-volatile squalane vapors that could partition into the toluene-SOA mass.

The reason for the lack of mixing is simply that thermodynamics does not favor

it—squalane and SOA from toluene oxidation are immiscible.

Extending this previous work, here we present results from a two-population ex-

periment using D62-squalane particles and SOA particles (from ↵-pinene ozonol-

ysis), shown in Figure 4.1a. We see the persistence of two chemically-distinct

aerosol populations over the course of ⇠2 hours after the particle populations are

combined, with no sign of convergence, indicative of non-mixing. The time series in

the top panel shows the total organic mass (green), and mass spectral fragments

highly specific to each particle type (m/z 43, largely C2H3O+, for SOA; and m/z

66, C4D9
+, for squalane). The mass concentrations in the top panel decrease due

to particle losses to walls. The bottom panel shows the uncentered correlation

coefficients of individual particles, a common measure of similarity between mass

spectra and a reference spectrum (Ulbrich et al., 2009) (in this case, the reference

is the average MS for SOA from LSSP-mode). Data points are colored by the frac-

tion of m/z 43 in each single-particle MS. At t = 0, D62-squalane particles are added

to the SOA-filled chamber (shown by the red trace in top panel, and red particles in

lower panel). Were squalane particles absorbing vapors from the SOA, we would
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Figure 4.1: (A) Time series of a two-population experiment demonstrating that SOA from ↵-
pinene + O3 and squalane OA do not mix. Prior to t = 0, only SOA is present in the chamber
(marked by m/z 43). At t = 0, D62-squalane particles are added to the chamber (marked
by m/z 66). The bottom panel shows the uncentered correlation coefficients of all prompt
particles with SOA as the reference MS. Data points are colored by the fraction of m/z 43 in
each particle. (B) Histogram of prompt, single-particle f43 values for two time periods: pre-
mixing (SOA only) and the end of the experiment (both populations). The characteristic f43

value for “pure” SOA is not changed in the post-mixing period by the dilution of squalane
material in those particles, but a large number (⇠60%) of particles lacking any m/z 43 are
present.

see m/z 43 in their mass spectra and an increase in their correlation coefficients,

neither of which are present. Additionally, we see no absorption of m/z 66 into the

SOA particles, which would dilute the amount of SOA mass in the SOA particles,

decreasing f43 (see Figure 4.1b). From these single-particle data, we can conclude

that there is no gas-phase exchange between the particle populations, and rule out

the possibility that squalane and SOA would be well-mixed, even if present within

a single aerosol particle. This result is expected, and agrees with the previous re-

sults of Vaden et al that indicated phase separation in mixed SOA/dioctyl phthalate
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(DOP) particles (Vaden et al., 2011) and our own results for squalane and toluene-

derived SOA (Robinson, Saleh, and Donahue, 2013). Like squalane, DOP is used

as a surrogate for hydrophobic POA in smog chamber experiments. Our experi-

ment provides further evidence of immiscibility between squalane, a hydrophobic

laboratory surrogate for POA, and SOA from ↵-pinene ozonolysis.

4.3.2 Evaporation dynamics of mixed SOA/Squalane particles

After establishing the immiscibility between these two materials, we proceeded to

conduct mixed-particle experiments, where one constituent (D62-squalane or SOA)

served as a surface for condensible vapors from the other. Figure 4.2a shows a

representative time-series for an experiment where D62-squalane particles served

as seeds for SOA formation. Like Figure 4.1, we use the same color scheme:

red corresponds to the squalane fragment (m/z 66) and purple corresponds to the

SOA fragment (m/z 43), plotted on the left y-axis (log scale). This figure importantly

highlights the small (but non-zero) amount of m/z 43 in D62-squalane. There were

no new particles formed upon SOA formation, so all of the SOM condensed onto

the pre-existing squalane seeds. On the right axis, we plot the mass fraction of

D62-squalane to the total OA, which is calculated using following equation:

Mass fraction squalane =
f66, t

f66, t<o
(4.1)

where the signature value of f66 in pure squalane is 0.4. This equation assumes

that there is no chemistry on-going in the chamber after SOA formation. Upon

formation of the SOM, the mass fractions of each component to the total OA are

roughly equal.

At t = 1.5 hours, we heated the smog chamber from 22 �C to 44 �C. There is

a sharp decrease of m/z 66 and a more mild decrease of m/z 43 (Figure 4.2a).
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Figure 4.2: (A) Time series of a mixed-particle experiment where D62-Squalane particles
served as seeds for the condensation of SOM from ↵-pinene ozonolysis, followed by a
heating ramp. This plot illustrates the relative volatility of the two OA types and the ability
of squalane to evaporate from these mixed particles. AMS mass fragments mostly unique
to each aerosol type are shown on the left y-axis versus time from SOA formation: m/z

66 (D62-squalane) and m/z 43 (SOA). Mass-fraction of squalane to the total OA is shown
on the right y-axis. At t ⇠1.5 hr the chamber temperature is ramped from 22 �C to 44 �C.
Upon heating, the majority of the squalane mass evaporates, and the OA becomes almost
entirely comprised of SOA. Numbers 1-3 show time periods used for (B): histograms of
prompt, single-particle f66 values. The evolution of the three f66 histograms illustrates the
inherent spread of single-particle MS even for pure compounds, the addition of SOM to the
squalane seeds on a single-particle basis, and the significant evaporation of squalane (and
enrichment of SOA) across all particles, respectively.

Neither of these traces are corrected for any changes in collection efficiency that

occur during the heat ramp. The mass fraction of squalane decreases from 0.45

to 0.05. This indicates that 1.) squalane is clearly evaporating from the mixed-

particles, as 90% of the squalane is gone after heating, and that 2.) squalane

is more volatile than a significant fraction of the SOA. Squalane has a saturation

concentration of approximately 8 ⇥ 10�2
µg/m�3 at 22 �C (Pankow and Asher,

2008). For this experiment, we calculate that there is very little, if any, evaporation

of SOA (see Figure 4.6), meaning that almost all of the SOA mass is less volatile

than squalane. We base this on the mass fraction remaining of SOA after heating

compared to the mass fraction of squalane remaining after heating. There are
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further details in section 4.3.4 about calculating SOA MFR.

Figure 4.2b illustrates how the single-particle mass spectra change before and

after SOA formation, and after increasing the temperature of the smog chamber.

(averaging periods 1, 2, and 3, respectively, shown by shaded areas in grey in

Figure 4.2a). The signature value of f66 = 0.4 in pure squalane is shown for av-

eraging period 1 (red trace). Here we see the inherent spread of single-particle

mass signals: while the average value of the distribution agrees with the bulk mea-

surement, any given particle may fall within a value quite different from the bulk

average. This reflects the small number of ions in electron impact ionization. Af-

ter SOA is formed, and condensible products are added to the seed particles, the

f66 distributions shifts to smaller values (black trace). The shift between the red

and black traces indicate that individual particles are indeed gaining SOA mass

(squalane is “diluted" on a fractional basis of the total mass for a given particle).

Again, given the results from the experiment shown in Figure 4.1, we expect these

particles to contain two organic phases. Note that the number of single-particles

with measured f66 = 0 is non-zero for pure D62-squalane (averaging period 1), but

does not increase with the addition of SOA (averaging period 2). An increase in the

frequency of f66 = 0 events would serve as an indication of nucleation, but here the

lack of such an increase further shows that the condensing OM is going to the pre-

existing seeds and forming particles with mixed-composition. After the chamber is

heated, there is a further shift towards lower f66 values (averaging period 3). Many

of the single-particles lose so much squalane that it is no longer measurable (note

the appearance of a large number of f66 = 0 events on the split y-axis). Figure 4.2b

shows that mixed squalane/SOA particles were formed, and that, upon heating, the

squalane preferentially evaporates. This is fully consistent with the bulk measure-

ments in Figure 4.2a, and more importantly verifies our data analysis on the basis

of individual particles.
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Because these smog-chamber particles are polydisperse and we expect two

separate organic phases, the condensation of SOM will not be uniform across the

squalane seeds—we expect the amount of condensed SOM to be a strong function

of size (Donahue et al., 2014). Indeed, using size-resolved composition data from

AMS PToF mode, we find that the the mass fraction of squalane is lower (thus,

SOA mass fraction is higher) for small particles as condensation favors particles

with higher surface area-to-volume. This is another consistency check that two

phases are being formed, as particle composition is non-uniform as a function of

diameter—if the two materials formed a single phase, the activities for each would

be non-uniform as a function of size and would thus be out of equilibrium. Figure 4.3

shows how the squalane mass fraction evolves for the three averaging periods as a

function of particle size (top panel), along with the normalized PToF distributions for

mass fragments specific to each material (middle and bottom panels). The PToF

data are normalized such that the value at the mode diameter matches the overall

mass fraction of each material in a given averaging period. Interestingly, it appears

that there is a maximum in squalane mass fraction at roughly 300 nm. This is likely

an artifact—recent work in our group (referring here to Chapter 3 in this thesis) has

shown that SOA from ↵-pinene ozonolysis exhibits delayed vaporization, which

causes an artificial broadening of the mass distribution at large sizes (Cross et

al., 2009). Indeed, the mass fraction squalane as calculated by single-particle data

show higher values than the PToF data at these large particle sizes, as shown in the

top panel of Figure 4.3. Because single-particle size is optically-determined (and

not determined by arrivial as the MS), there is no artifact associated with delayed

vaporization. Thus, the true mass fraction of squalane at large diameters is greater

than the plot suggests.

Nonetheless, these data allow us to answer the following question: is squalane

evaporating from particles across the size-range, or only for some particle sizes?
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Figure 4.3: Size-resolved composition for a mixed-particle experiment where squalane par-
ticles serve as seeds for SOM condensation. The three shaded averaging periods are the
same as those from Figure 2: D62-squalane only (red), post-SOA formation and conden-
sation onto seed particles (black), and after heating the smog chamber (purple). These
plots demonstrate the size-dependence of SOM condensation on the squalane seeds, and
that squalane is evaporating across all sizes with heating. Top panel shows the mass frac-
tion of D62-squalane to the total OA versus size for all three intervals, as calculated from
PToF-mode (lines) or single-particle-mode (circles) data. Middle and bottom panels show
the normalized evolution of the PToF data for each marker fragment (m/z 66, middle and
m/z 43, bottom). Each mass distribution was first normalized by dividing by the value of
the mode, and then weighting the normalized distribution by the overall mass fraction of
squalane or SOA.

Consider the following: perhaps the decrease in the bulk squalane mass fraction

(blue trace, Figure 4.2a) largely is influenced by evaporation of the largest squalane

particles, with the smallest relative amount of condensed SOA? The difference be-

tween the black and purple traces in Figure 4.3 shows that this is not the case,

and that squalane evaporates significantly across the entire size distribution. For

reference, if we assume a core-shell morphology (with SOA coating the squalane

core), a 250 nm particle in this system has roughly a 40 nm thick SOA shell. Re-
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searchers often assume that coating experiments produce particles with the sec-

ond constituent forming a shell around a core made up of the first constituent.

However, for two phase systems there is likely only one minimum fee energy mor-

phology. Here, we do not know whether the SOA or the squalane has a lower

surface tension and thus do not know which morphology is preferred.

When we prepare the mixed-particles in reverse order—SOA seed particles

serving as condensational surface area for flash vaporized squalane—we similarly

see growth of particles to larger sizes without any nucleation. Consistent with our

earlier diagnosis of phase-separation within individual particles, we see a size-

dependence to the mass fraction of squalane across particle size, shown in Figure

4.4. Upon heating the smog chamber to 44 �C, we see significant evaporation

of squalane across all particle sizes, with the bulk mass fraction of squalane de-

creasing from 0.75 to 0.1 before and after heating (Figure 4.4a). The evaporation

profile of squalane is qualitatively the same regardless of the order in which the

mixed-particles are made.

4.3.3 Collection efficiency of mixed SOA/Squalane particles

We looked at particle collection efficiency (CE) as a potential probe for particle mor-

phology in the mixed-particle experiments. Particle CE is governed largely by the

propensity for a particle type to bounce (or not) from the AMS vaporizer before it

is able to vaporize (Docherty et al., 2013), subsequently leading to ionization and

detection. Sub-unit CE for OA has been attributed to solid or semi-solid particles

with greater likelihood to bounce off the AMS vaporizer surface before vaporiza-

tion/ionization can occur, compared to liquid particles, which are collected with a

near-unit CE (Alfarra, 2004). Figure 4.5 shows CE as a function of squalane mass

fraction. The accompanying cartoons indicate what a core-shell morphology would

hypothetically look like if the layering follows the same order in which the mixed-
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Figure 4.4: Mixed-particle experiment where SOA particles serve as seeds for squalane
condensation, followed by a heating ramp. (A) Time-series showing mass of two AMS
fragments that are tracers who each component: m/z 43 for SOA (purple trace) and m/z 66
(red trace). Mass fraction squalane, as calculated by equation (1), is shown in blue, and
smog chamber temperature in black. The dotted line indicates that data was not digitized,
but was confirmed to be ⇠23 �C from a real-time display. (B) Mass fraction squalane as a
function of particle size, as calculated from PToF data, similar to Figure 3.

particles were prepared. The numbers refer to each of the three stages of the

experiment: seed particles only, seed particles with the condensed coating layer,

and the particles after heating. Regardless of the ordering in which these mixed-

particles were formed (SOA as seeds for squalane condensation, or squalane as

seeds for SOA condensation), CE can be parameterized as a function of squalane

mass fraction. Given that CE can be described solely as a function of squalane

mass fraction, it is possible that a morphological reordering may have occurred in

either or both experiments, and that the sampled particles have the same mor-

phology regardless of the preparation order. On the other hand, particle bounce

is a complex phenomenon governed by kinetic energy transfer from particle to va-

porizer, and both the phases of the particle surface and the core are likely impor-

tant. Thus, we can draw no definitive statements about morphology from these

data, though this plot separately highlights the need to understand CE in AMS data

where the phase-state of particles is dynamic over the course of a measurement
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Figure 4.5: Particle collection efficiency as a function of squalane mass % for mixed-particle
experiments followed by a heating ramp. Particles were prepared in two different ways:
SOA seeds with squalane condensation (gray), and squalane seeds with SOA condensa-
tion (black). Cartoons illustrate what particles would look like if morphology is core-shell
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the experiment seed particles only (1), mixed-particles (2), mixed-particles after heating
(3)). The CE parameterization as a function of squalane mass fraction is shown in green.
A third-order polynomial of the following form was used to correct the AMS mass data for
non-unit CE: CE = K0 +K1 · �Sq

+K2 · �2
Sq

.

period.

4.3.4 Comparative volatility analysis of mixed-particles

Figure 4.6 illustrates the process of using the CE parameterization to estimate the

SOA mass fraction remaining (MFR) after the smog chamber is heated. The top

panel shows the calculated CE to be used for all organic mass in the AMS, along

with the smog chamber temperature. Panel two shows how the CE correction is

applied to m/z 43 (a tracer for SOA in this system). After applying the CE correction,

a 1st-order exponential wall loss curve is fit to m/z 43 to find the particle wall-loss
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constant for the time-period after SOA formation and prior to heating. In panel

three, MFR is plotted for SOA using m/z 43 as a tracer with and without correcting

for changing CE. MFR is calculated as follows:

MFR =
m/z 43

m/z 43fit
(4.2)

where the numerator is normalized by the extrapolated mass based on our wall-loss

fit (m/z 43fit). This approach of estimating MFR requires two assumptions. First,

we assume that the mass of m/z 43 decays according to first-order wall loss (e.g.

Tkacik et al., 2012), and would continue to do so as extrapolated without any heat-

ing. Second, we assume that m/z 43 is a perfect tracer for all components of the

SOA over the entire heat range explored here. Previous studies have shown that

the fraction of m/z 43 for “pure" SOA (f43) decreases upon heating, meaning that at

higher temperatures the OA is relatively enriched in molecules that contribute less

to the m/z 43 fragment than at the reference temperature. This would mean that

our MFR measurements would be biased low, as m/z 43 might underrepresent the

total amount of SOA. Based on thermally-denuded SOA measurements by Lambe

et al (Lambe et al., 2011), there is a very minimal decrease in f43 at temperatures

similar to those in our smog chamber heat ramp (between 0 and 15% for MFR de-

crease from 1 to 0.5), we anticipate this bias to contribute at most 15% error to the

SOA MFR.

We calculate the SOA MFR to be ⇠1 in both of these mixed-particle experi-

ments where SOA was formed on squalane seed particles. On the other hand,

approximately 95% and 70% of the squalane evaporates (for a.) and b.), respec-

tively). This comparative volatility analysis allows us to conclude that the over-

whelming majority of this SOA is made of less-volatile compounds than squalane.
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Figure 4.6: Time series illustrating steps to calculate the amount of SOA evaporated after
smog chamber heating from 22 to 44 �C for two mixed-particle experiments. For both
(A) and (B), collection efficiency is parameterized according to the fitted equation from
Figure 4.5 above, and follow a similar heat-ramp, shown by blue trace in top panel. The
uncorrected and CE-corrected m/z 43 masses are shown in the middle panel, along with
the first-order exponential fit used to extrapolate the mass if there were no heating. The
SOA mass fraction remaining (MFR) is calculated by dividing the measured mass with the
wall loss fit, shown in the bottom panel. These corrections are necessary to estimate the
MFR of SOA after heating because we know that CE is variable throughout this experiment.
In both of these experiments, to first-order there is no substantial decrease in SOA mass
after heating.

4.4 Discussion

We have shown that when one sequentially prepares mixed squalane/SOA parti-

cles, and then heats them, squalane significantly, and preferentially, evaporates.

This is illustrated by a bulk measurement of the mass fraction of squalane, but fur-

ther supported by size-resolved mass distributions of marker mass spectral frag-

ments and mass signals from individual particles. Remaining unanswered, how-
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ever, is the following question: what is the particle morphology in this system? The

answer has important implications for condensed-phase diffusivity.

Are the particles core-shell with squalane inside an SOA coating? This would

be the naive explanation based on the order in which the particles were formed.

Depth-profiling measurements of a very similar system (DOP seeds serving as

condensational surface area for SOA) indicate that the morphology would be core-

shell with squalane inside the SOA. Other morphologies should be considered as

well. The full spectrum of possible morphologies is presented in Figure 4.7.

Perhaps there is a lens or partially-engulfed morphology, as has been demon-

strated for liquid-liquid phase separated systems recently (Reid et al., 2011). Or

perhaps the condensing SOA burrows into the squalane and the morphology is

core-shell but reversed, with SOA as the core and squalane as the outer shell?

The measurements we have presented here can only be used to infer possible

morphologies—they can not definitively diagnose what the particles look like.

There must exist some lowest-energy configuration of two immiscible, con-

densed phases combined in a droplet suspended in air. Reid et al. present the

general form of spreading coefficient (S1) of phase 1 on phase 2 for a droplet sus-

pended in air (phase 3) for this system. For SOA in this mixed SOA/squalane

system, the spreading coefficient is given by:

SSOA = �Sq,air � (�SOA,Sq + �SOA,air) (4.3)

where �ij is the surface tension at the interface of phase i and phase j. Likewise,

we can write the spreading coefficient for squalane as:

SSq = �SOA,air � (�Sq,SOA + �Sq,air) (4.4)

If SSOA is negative, the the energy required to expand the area of the SOA-air
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+      O3
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Key:
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Figure 4.7: Cartoon depicting the formation process of mixed-particles prepared from SOM
(from ↵-pinene + O3) condensation on squalane seeds. Four possible morphologies are
presented in cartoons labeled 1-4, which describe core-shell (SOM on top of squalane),
partially-engulfed, core-shell (squalane on top of SOM), and well-mixed morphologies, re-
spectively. The well-mixed morphology is ruled out by the two-population mixing experi-
ment.

surface and SOA-Sq interface is too large to be recovered from the energy gained

by the loss of the Sq-air surface. If SSq is also negative, then the squalane will not

fully spread over the SOA, and a partially-engulfed structure emerges as the most

stable configuration for the particle. If SSq is positive (while SSOA is negative), then

the spreading of the squalane over the SOA would lead to a core-shell structure

with squalane on the outside. If SSOA is positive and SSq is negative, then the

stable configuration would be core-shell with SOA on the outside.

Squalane has a surface tension of 26 mN m�1 (Lafosse and Dreux, 1980) The

surface tension of SOA, however, is unknown. A value of 50 mN m�1 has been

used to model evaporation kinetics of SOA in a thermodenuder, but the results of

these models are quite insensitive to the surface tension parameter (Lee et al.,

2011). The surface tension of mixed-particles consisting of SOA (from ↵-pinene +

O3) and NaCl in cloud condensation spans a wide range (⇠80 mN m�1 down to
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18 mN m�1 for SOA dry volume fractions 0.6 to 0.88, respectively), and decreases

with increasing SOA mass fraction, implying that the value for “pure" SOA might be

quite low relative to water (Ruehl et al., 2012). Theoretically, the surface tension of

any organic compound depends solely on its potential of ionization and molecular

diameter, and is uncorrelated with polarity (Bormashenko, 2010). Thus, to what

degree the SOA is comprised of oligomers should have a large impact on its surface

tension. Regardless, the SOA surface tension is unknown. Additionally, the Sq-

SOA interfacial tension is unknown, which could potentially have a large effect on

the spreading coefficient values. Lastly, if a metastable core-shell configuration is

formed (e.g. SOA shell, squalane core), but the opposite core-shell configuration

is more energetically favorable (e.g. squalane shell, SOA core), it is conceivable

that the shift to the stable configuration still might not occur. If some non-spherical

geometry must be adopted to make the shift, then the energy required to reach the

more stable state could make the shift unfavorable.

Both Vaden et al and Kolesar et al provide evidence for core-shell morphology

in mixed-partices prepared from squalane seed particles serving as surface area

for SOA condensation (Vaden et al., 2010; Kolesar et al., 2014). Vaden et al, using

single-particle laser-ablation mass spectrometry, report a core-shell morphology

for SOA-coated DOP in which the SOA remains on the outside the DOP core for

the duration of their experiment (multiple hours). They infer this morphology using

variable laser pulses designed to ablate only a fraction of the outer layer, and cali-

brate their technique using SOA/NaCl particles where SOA unequivocally is on the

outside of the NaCl seeds. Kolesar et al invoke a core-shell morphology with SOA

on the outside to explain the enhanced effective uptake coefficient with respect to

squalane for SOA/squalane particles compared to bare squalane particles. These

studies provide reason to believe that SOA forms a shell around a squalane core

when the mixed-particles are prepared by condensing SOM on squalane seed par-
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ticles.

The true particle morphology in this work has implications for the larger find-

ings of this work. In our mixed-particle experiments, the majority (⇠60-95%) of the

squalane mass rapidly evaporates into the gas-phase upon heating, while almost

all of the SOA mass remains. Thus, if the morphology of these particles is core-

shell with SOA on the outside, then there are very minimal diffusive limitations to

the evaporation of squalane through the SOA layer at this elevated temperature.

The majority of squalane mass would be moving, on the order of tens of minutes,

through a substantial SOA coating (e.g. 40 nm thick SOA shell for a 250 nm parti-

cle). This data would be in disagreement with a number recent studies that make a

case for organic diffusion coefficients in SOA being so low that equilibration might

not be possible on atmospheric timescales (Perraud et al., 2012; Zelenyuk et al.,

2012; Abramson et al., 2013).

If, on the other hand, the SOA trades places with the squalane, and the

squalane forms the shell, or if the morphology is partially engulfed, then our data

say nothing about organic diffusivity within the condensed SOA phase. In either

of these cases, squalane would have an interface with air, and evaporation could

simply proceed through this “window" to meet the new equilibrium saturation con-

centration at elevated temperature.

In summary, we find that studying the evaporation of mixed-particles has the

potential to directly probe the diffusivity of SOA, though knowledge of particle mor-

phology is crucial. Additionally, evaporation studies of mixed-particles can be used

to constrain the fraction of the multi-component material (SOA in this case) with

lower volatility than the pure-component material with known vapor pressure. We

find that, to first order, all of the SOA has a volatility lower than that of squalane,

and this comparative volatility analysis could be extended to other systems. We

also provide further evidence that adds to previous work showing that hydrophobic
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pure-component OA and SOA from ↵-pinene + O3 form separate phases (Song

et al., 2007; Vaden et al., 2010). This exercise demonstrates that more studies on

OA phase state and morphology are critical to fill our current gaps in knowledge

of organic aerosol transformation in the atmosphere. Very clearly here, particle

morphology is essential for determining the larger implications of this work.

4.5 Conclusions and future work

In this study, we have shown five important things: First, we demonstrated that two-

population mixing experiments inform phase-behavior for mixed-particle systems,

and specifically that squalane and SOA (from ↵-pinene + O3) do not mix. Sec-

ond, we show that squalane can evaporate from mixed squalane/SOA particles on

chamber-relevant timescales (⇠1 hour). Third, we demonstrate the utility of single-

particle and bulk size-resolved composition data to show how squalane evaporates

from particles across the entire size-range. We also present a parameterization of

collection efficiency in this system that is independent of the order of preparation.

Lastly, we present a comparative volatility analysis that demonstrates, to first order,

that all of the SOA has volatility lower than that of squalane.

Remaining unresolved in this study is a quantification of squalane diffusivity

through the SOA matrix (Dorg). In future work, we plan to simulate the movement

of squalane through an SOA shell, using a kinetic layer model and comparing to

data from these experiments. The kinetic layer model will resemble a simplified

version of K2-SURF from Shiraiwa et al., 2012 (also used in Zhou et al., 2013).

Size-distributions of the mixed-particles will provide particle size and SOA coating

thickness as a starting point for the model. For mixed-particles prepared using

squalane as seeds for SOA condensation, we will explore how closely the model,

assuming this core-shell morphology, can recreate the observed evaporation profile

of squalane. This will provide an estimate of Dorg of squalane through SOA.
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Chapter 5
Collection efficiency of ↵-pinene secondary organic aerosol particles

explored via light-scattering single-particle aerosol mass

spectrometry

Collection and vaporization efficiencies for secondary organic aerosol (SOA) particles

made from ↵-pinene + O3 were investigated using the single-particle capabilities of the

Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (AMS). Ensemble mass distributions for this SOA derived from

↵-pinene ozonolysis were found to have artificially long tails at large sizes, an artifact of

delayed vaporization, where particles do not vaporize immediately upon impacting the va-

porizer. Count-based collection efficiency (CEp) for SOA across these experiments ranged

from 0.26 to 0.42Between roughly a quarter to half of the chemically-detected particles

exhibited delayed vaporization. This delayed vaporization and low collection efficiency is

attributable to the low volatility and/or the phase state of the SOA. Using the coupled optical

and chemical detection of the light scattering single-particle (LSSP) module of the AMS,

we provide clear evidence that “delayed vaporization" is somewhat of a misnomer for these

particles: the SOA promptly vaporizes, but not on the primary impact with the vaporizer,

rather a subsequent impact with a hot surface in the vaporization region. We also find that

the ionization efficiency (defined as ions per particle) decreases with delayed arrival time.

Though the CEp was found not to be a function of particle size (for the mobility diameter

range 170-460 nm), we see a decrease in CEp with thermodenuder temperature, implying

that oxidation state and/or volatility can determine CEp. These results demonstrate the

utility of LSSP to best understand AMS collection efficiency for laboratory aerosols.

Orignally prepared for publication as: Robinson, E.S. and Donahue, N.M.: Collection efficiency
of ↵-pinene secondary organic aerosol particles explored via light-scattering single-particle aerosol
mass spectrometry. Atmos. Meas. Tech., 2014. in preparation
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5.1 Introduction

Organic aerosol (OA) comprises a significant fraction of submicron atmospheric

particulate mass, ranging from 20-90% (Kanakidou et al., 2005; Jimenez et al.,

2009). OA has been shown to have negative impacts on human health (Lozano

et al., 2013) and remains highly uncertain in its effect on radiative climate forcing

(Solomon et al., 2007). The physical and chemical characteristics of OA can vary

dramatically, and depend strongly on source, location, atmospheric age, and other

factors. Despite the ubiquity and importance of OA, real-time measurements are

technically challenging due to the wide range of chemical composition, particle size,

and volatility represented by organic aerosols in the atmosphere.

The Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (AMS, Aerodyne Research, Inc.) has recently

been widely used in both ambient and laboratory measurements of OA, and led to

significant increases in our understanding of how organic aerosols form (Craven et

al., 2012), age (Donahue et al., 2012), and mix, (Asa-Awuku et al., 2009; Robinson,

Saleh, and Donahue, 2013) by providing real-time measurements of size-resolved

composition and mass for submicron, non-refractory particulate matter (NR-PM1).

However, a lingering challenge with full quantification in the AMS is the mass collec-

tion efficiency (Canagaratna et al., 2007), which is the ratio of the measured AMS

mass signal to the actual NR-PM1 concentration. To obtain quantitative agreement

between the AMS and other collocated instruments in field campaigns, a mass

collection efficiency (CEm) is usually applied to correct for the consistently lower

AMS-measured mass. CEm can be written as:

CEm =
AMS mass
Ext mass

(5.1)

where “Ext mass" is the mass of another (perfectly calibrated) instrument. Impor-
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tantly, this calculation assumes ideal operating conditions for both instruments and

the application of all other appropriate correction factors. For example, Drewnick

et al. (2003), in an sulfate aerosol intercomparison study, applied a scaling factor of

2.41 (CEm = 0.41) to the AMS-measured sulfate to achieve good agreement with a

collocated particle into liquid sampler (PILS) instrument. Middlebrook et al. (2012)

recently reported parameterizations of CEm for ambient sulfate-containing particles

that could be used to predict CEm based on particle acidity and mass fraction of am-

monium nitrate. High CEm values were consistent with predicted liquid phase state

at 298 K. CEm should be thought of as a sensitivity factor that varies for particle

types of different composition and phase state.

Huffman et al. (2005) define the CEm as the product of three, size-dependent

terms:

CEm(dva) = EL(dva) ⇥ ES(dva) ⇥ EB(dva) (5.2)

Where EL(dva) is the lens transmission efficiency as a function of aerodynamic di-

ameter, (dva); ES(dva) is the striking efficiency of particles on the AMS vaporizer that

have made it through the lens and entered the time-of-flight chamber; and EB(dva) is

the vaporization efficiency of particles that strike the vaporizer surface, also known

as “bounce" efficiency as particles can bounce from the vaporizer surface away

from the ionization region and any chance of detection by the mass spectrometer.

Any particle that enters the instrument, but is not detected by the mass spectrom-

eter due to any of these three loss terms, contributes to the mass discrepancy

between the AMS and another (perfectly-calibrated) mass measurement.

Previous measurements and models have characterized the loss of particles in

the lens region and orifice, and have shown near-unit transmission efficiencies for

particles in the size-range of 60-600 nm. However, for particle populations whose

distribution is significantly outside of the transmission window, especially for larger
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particles, EL(dva) can contribute significantly (20%) to CEm (Quinn et al., 2006).

ES(dva) is a measurement of the divergence of the particle beam upon expansion

into the time-of-flight (ToF) chamber. While spherical particles can be narrowly

focused on the 3.8 mm-wide vaporizer over the distance of the ToF chamber, par-

ticle non-sphericity can lead to divergence of the particle beam (Huffman et al.,

2005). Studies show this terms accounts for close to 0% of particle loss for ambi-

ent aerosol (Salcedo et al., 2007), and laboratory SOA and (NH4)2SO4 (Docherty

et al., 2013). ES(dva) can be well-characterized by the use of a beam-width probe

(Huffman et al., 2005).

In the majority of cases, the largest uncertainty and largest contributor to sub-

unit CEm is the particle bounce term, EB(dva). Particle bounce has long been known

to confound particle measurements, such as impactors and surface-desorption

mass spectrometers (e.g. Myers and Fite, 1975; Virtanen et al., 2010). A limited

number of studies have investigated the nature and root cause of particle bounce

for laboratory aerosols in the AMS. Alfarra (2004) identified phase as a controller

of particle bounce for a selection of laboratory organics, where particle phase state

was inferred from the room temperature properties of the bulk materials. Liquid

particles had near-unit CEm, while solid particles had much lower efficiencies (20

to 50%). matthew, Middlebrook, and Onasch (2008) found phase to govern par-

ticle bounce as well. Dry ammonium nitrate particles, thought to be metastable

liquids at their experimental conditions (Lightstone et al., 2000), were measured

with high CEm, while dry ammonium sulfate particles had CEm = 0.22, which in-

creased to 0.73 when the particles were hydrated and deliquesced. Dry ammo-

nium sulfate was also shown to be more efficiently collected (bounced less) with

increasing thickness of a dioctyl sebacate coating layer. In some chamber experi-

ments, Bahreini et al. (2005) showed this same increase in CEm for dry ammonium

sulfate particles with condensation of an SOA layer. However, for other SOA ex-
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periments, CEm for ammonium sulfate seed particles actually decreased with the

condensation of SOA, implying that SOA phase was highly variable in their exper-

iments and/or that other factors also govern particle bounce in the AMS, such as

compositon and volatility. Docherty et al. (2013) report an inverse relationship be-

tween CEm for chamber-generated SOA and the f44/f57 ratio (where m/z 44 and

m/z 57 are comprised almost solely of signals from COO+ and C4H+
9 , and fm/zi

is the fraction of m/zi to the total organic signal), implicating oxidation state as a

factor influencing CEm.

An even smaller number of studies have used the light scattering single-particle

(LSSP) module of the AMS to investigate collection efficiency, despite its ability

to provide a real-time, particle number-based measurement of EB(dva). We denote

this collection efficiency as CEp for “particle collection efficiency." Cross et al. (2007)

first introduced LSSP as a method to resolve real-time densities of externally-mixed

aerosols. Cross et al. (2009) later described the ability of LSSP to measure the CEp

of ambient particles from Mexico City, and found that a significant fraction of the

optically-detected particles were either undetected by the mass spectrometer due

to bounce (“null") or exhibited signal at a time much later than would be expected

based on their in situ measured velocity (“delayed").“Prompt" particles, those that

gave an appreciable chemical ion signal when they were expected to, made up only

23% of the measured aerosol, with the delayed fraction at 26% and the null fraction

at 51%. Liu et al. (2013) also report CEp for measurements taken in Bakersfield,

CA (Cal-Nex). They report a 46% prompt fraction, 6% delayed, and 48% null, and

found a slight size-dependence in the campaign-average CEp, which exhibited a

maximum around dva = 600 nm (0.52) and a minimum (0.42) for large particles.

Slowik et al. (2009) compared CEm (density-corrected SMPS/AMS comparison)

and CEp for an ambient biogenic SOA event, and found them to be equal.

Here we further explore the use of LSSP to identify the nature of collection ef-
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ficiency for lab and chamber-generated aerosols. We quantify particle bounce for

ammonium nitrate, ammonium sulfate, squalane, and SOA from ↵-pinene ozonoly-

sis. We illustrate the difference between mass-based and number-based CE, which

are not necessarily the same even for monodisperse aerosol, due to decreasing

ionization efficiencies for delayed particles (defined as ions per particle or IPP). We

show that IPP decreases with delay time, that CEp is not a function of size for the

SOA in this study, and that low volatility and/or high oxidation state decreases CEp.

5.2 Methods

Organic aerosol preparation steps, measurements, and data analysis are detailed

in the following section.

5.2.1 Particle generation and sampling

Inorganic aerosols (ammonium nitrate, ammonium sulfate) were prepared by at-

omizing dilute solution (1 g/L) using a constant output nebulizer (aerosol generator

model 3076; TSI, Inc.). These particles were sent through a krypton neutralizer

(10 mC) then size-selected using a differential mobility analyzer (classifier model

3080; TSI, Inc.) before sampling. Size-selected SOA was sampled in this same

manner, but had a different preparation procedure. A 1.2 µL aliquot of ↵-pinene (⇠

2 ppm) was injected into a clean 100-L Tedlar sample bag (SKC, Inc.), charged with

excess ozone. It should be noted that the SOA produced in this way was formed

at high OA concentration (COA ⇡ 1500 µg m�3). Doing so allowed us to study

homogeneously nucleated SOA with the single-particle capability of the AMS, as

the scattering laser requires large (dva � 180 nm) particles. See Figure 5.1 for the

general experimental schematic.

Squalane aerosols were produced directly in the 12 m3 Carnegie Mellon Uni-
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Figure 5.1: Experimental schematic for size-selected CE experiments. In all experiments,
a DMA was used to size-select particles from an aerosol source (e.g. a small chamber
filled with SOA in this case) before sampling with the SMPS and HR-ToF-AMS.

versity smog chamber, described elsewhere in greater detail. In brief, the smog

chamber was flushed continuously for > 12 h with clean, dry air (cleaned with

HEPA, silica-gel, and activated-carbon filters in series) to ensure low background

particle, organic vapor, and water concentrations. Squalane particles were pre-

pared by flash vaporization using a small, resistive stainless-steel heater. A small

aliquot of squalane (0.75 µL) was placed on the heater surface, which was then

inserted into the smog chamber. Clean dispersion air flowed through the heater to

carry and mix the squalane plume into the chamber as the heater was power-cycled

for 10 minutes. Pure squalane particles formed as the vapor plume cooled.

Ensemble particle volume and number concentrations were measured using

a Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS; TSI, Inc.). Ensemble composition and

mass was measured with the High-Resolution Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (HR-

Tof-AMS; Aerodyne, Inc,) operated in single-reflectron V-mode, fully described by

DeCarlo et al. (2006). Single-particle mass spectra were acquired using the light-

scattering single-particle (LSSP) module coupled to the HR-ToF-AMS.
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5.2.2 Operation of light-scattering module

The LSSP module has been described in detail elsewhere in the literature. Briefly,

the LSSP module consists of a continuous wave laser (405 nm, 50-mW; LC BCL-

050-405; CrystaLaser) that crosses the collimated particle beam within the time-

of-flight region of the AMS. Scattered light from sampled particles is collected by

an ellipsoidal mirror that focuses the light onto a photomultiplier tube. This light

scattering signal contrains the particle’s velocity between the opening of the AMS

chopper and the laser, allowing for the calculation of the vacuum aerodynamic di-

ameter. It also prompts the saving of individual mass spectra over the entire chop-

per cycle (e.g. 200 spectra/chopper), allowing for the identification of signals from

individual particles within the chopper cycle. Saving at this data rate without the

laser triggering is not practically useful, as it results in an unmanageable data load.

For example, when Drewnick et al. (2005) collected ToF-AMS single particle data

without any triggering mechanism, of the 2.41 GB of data they collected, only 4

MB represented meaningful single-particle spectra after applying their thresholding

algorithm. The LSSP allows for continuous single-particle detection at a high duty

cycle for the long timescales of chamber studies or ambient sampling.

For data processing, we used an operationally-defined light-scattering threshold

of five (signal-to-noise) to identify particle events, and a mass threshold of 6 ions

to identify a detected particle to be further considered for particle classification,

similar to Liu et al. (2013). At the number concentrations of the high-COA SOA

experiments, coincident particles—multiple particles sampled in a single chopper

cycle—were present (12.66% of particles were coincident), but identifiable from

the scattered light signal. For typical smog chamber number concentrations (e.g.

 2,000 cm�3), the probability for coincidence is rare. We expect ⇠ 1 particle per

chopper cycle for a 1% chopper slit (⇠ 70 µs wide). Coincident particles were
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filtered out using custom LSSP software1 and we did not consider them in our

analysis or calculation of CEp.

5.2.3 Calculation of collection efficiency

Individual particle events were classified based on how they interacted with the

vaporizer, in terms of both ionization efficiency and vaporization quickness. As

defined in Cross et al. (2009), particles defined as “prompt" arrived at the mass

detector within a narrow time range after they would be expected to arrive based

on their measured velocity in the ToF region and assuming instantaneous vapor-

ization/ionization. The operationally-defined boundary between the prompt and de-

layed particles is when the actual arrival of the mass signal differs from the expected

arrival time by 20% or more. In other words, we compared the measured arrival

time at the detector (MSarrival ) and the LS-estimated arrival time (LSarrival ) based on

the measured velocity between the chopper and laser to draw the boundary be-

tween prompt particles (MSarrival /LSarrival <1.2) and delayed particles (MSarrival /LSarrival

>1.2).

LSSP provides an internal number-based measure of the AMS collection effi-

ciency (Cross et al., 2009). The wide laser beam (⇡ 2 mm), relative to the width of

the particle beam (⇡ 0.5 mm), allows for near complete optical detection of parti-

cles above the detection limit of the laser (dva >180 nm). The LSSP-based CEp is

the comparison between the optically-detected particles (i.e. all particles that enter

the TOF region and will hit the vaporizer surface) and particles that are chemically-

detected (i.e. give signal in the mass spectrometer).

CEp =
Nprompt + Ndelayed

Nprompt + Ndelayed + Nnull
(5.3)

1Sparrow 1.04A,written by D. Sueper, Aerodyne Research Inc. and University of
Colorado at Boulder; available at http://cires.colorado.edu/jimenez-group/ ToFAMSRe-
sources/ToFSoftware/index.htmlAnalysis4
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In this formulation, we consider both prompt and delayed particles as those that

give meaningful chemical signals at the detector, though it may be of interest in

other studies to look at the CEp from e.g. only prompt particles. We are equating CE

with EB, a reasonable assumption for the aerosols studied here as they all fall within

the lens transmission window (EL = 1) and are spherical and thus do not exhibit

significant divergence from the particle beam (ES= 1). However, it is important

to note this collection efficiency accounts only for whether or not a particle was

observed in the mass spectrometer, and does not account at all for signal strength.

5.3 Results and Discussion

5.3.1 Delayed vaporization PToF artifact

It is standard practice to present comparisons between the mass-weighted size

distribution from the SMPS and the particle time-of-flight mass distribution from the

AMS to compute density and collection efficiency (DeCarlo et al., 2004; Kostenidou,

Pathak, and Pandis, 2007). The SMPS size-distribution is multiplied by the density

such that the mode diameters align, according to,

dva =
⇢p

⇢0

dve

�

(5.4)

where ⇢p is particle density, ⇢0 is standard density (1 g cm�3, and � is the dynamic

shape factor, which is equal to one for spherical particles and is assumed to be true

in the case of SOA from ↵-pinene ozonolysis (Zelenyuk et al., 2008)). For spherical

particles, dve, the volume equivalent diameter, is equal to mobility diameter. We

estimate the density to be 1.11 g/cm3 from aligning the AMS and SMPS mode

diameters, and the mass collection efficiency, CEm, to be 0.46 from comparing the

integrated PToF and SMPS mass distributions for one of our SOA experiments,

shown in Figure 5.2. The particle collection efficiency for this experiment, CEp,
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Figure 5.2: Ensemble mass distributions from SMPS (black) and AMS (green) of size-
selected ↵-pinene derived SOA particles with 370 nm mobility diameter. Frequency of
optically-counted particles (from LSSP) as a function of size shown in blue.

is 0.42. The shaded blue area is the frequency of optically-counted particles as

a function of size, as measured by light-scattering in the AMS. Like the SMPS

distribution, this histogram is tight, as we expect it to be for size-selected particles.

However, even after shifting the SMPS distribution by the density, the agreement

between the two distributions degrades considerably at large diameters.

We explore the nature of this diverging agreement between the two size distribu-

tions at large diameters using data from LSSP mode, which provides single-particle

light scattering and mass-spectral data. The flight path, and resulting data, for a

single-particle in the AMS are shown in Figure 5.3. The scattered light pulse (ma-

genta) triggers the saving of mass spectra over the entire chopper cycle. Individual

extractions from the mass spectrometer, which are usually averaged together over

tens of seconds to minutes, are resolved at ⇠ 10 microseconds in single-particle

mode. Using the distance between the chopper and the point of intersection be-
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Figure 5.3: Scattered light (magenta) and mass spectrometer signal (orange) as a func-
tion of particle time-of-flight. The particle velocity (v) is calculated by the measured time
between the start of the chopper cycle (A) and detection of the scattered light peak (B).
The velocity is used to estimate an expected arrival time of the chemical ion signal at the
mass spectrometer (C) assuming prompt evaporation and ionization of the particle at the
vaporizer. The difference between the expected (C) and actual (D) arrival times is denoted
by �, and allows for the operational definition of prompt and delayed particle events.

tween the laser and particle beams, a flight velocity is calculated and used to predict

the arrival of the particle’s ions at the mass detector, assuming instantaneous va-

porization and ionization. The mass signal as a function of time-of-flight is shown

for the chopper cycle in orange. For some particles, the arrival of the ions at the

detector is significantly offset (“delayed") from the predicted arrival time. This offset

is used to categorize particles into prompt and delayed categories.

Figure 5.4 shows total ion signals from individual particles (grey circles) along
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circles). Flight times for each individual particle event are binned, and particle signals are
sorted into their prompt (blue) and delayed (red) classifications, and then summed.

with total signals of prompt (blue) and delayed (red) particles. We see that the

large-diameter PToF tail (green) matches the delayed particle distribution. Addi-

tionally, none of the prompt particles have measured times-of-flight greater than 4

milliseconds. As described in Cross et al. (2009), the physical basis for the broad-

ened PToF distribution at large diameters is particles with delayed vaporization,

which make up a significant fraction of the measured single-particles in this exper-

iment (18.59% of all particles). However, the source of the delayed vaporization

remains unknown.

5.3.2 Delayed particle signal strengths

Despite the number of prompt (16.8% of all particles) and delayed particles being

nearly equal for this SOA, the two particle types do not contribute equally to the
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Figure 5.5: Histogram of ions per particle for null (green), delayed (red), and prompt (blue)
particle categories. The y-axis is the frequency of single-particle events within a given cat-
egory each category (in other words, all data for each category sum to one). The histogram
bars for the delayed category is offset (by 5 ions) on the x-axis for clarity.

MS signal. As shown in Figure 5.5, prompt particles contribute significantly more

signal per particle than delayed particles even though they are all the same size.

We plot in Figure 5.5 a histogram of frequency vs ions per particle (IPP) on the

x-axis. The sum of the bins for each category is one. In other words, the ionization

efficiency for prompt particles is higher than that of delayed particles. If this were

not the case, the delayed vaporization tail for SOA shown in Figure 5.2 would be

even more pronounced.

The magnitude of particle delay time affects the single-particle mass signal

(IPP) even within each category, possibly providing reason to redefine what it

means to be “prompt" vs “delayed." Figure 5.6 shows a steady decrease in the

average IPP as a function of delay time. The error bars represent the standard

error of the mean within each bin, while the gray shadow shows the standard de-
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Figure 5.6: Ions per particle as a function of the delay time between the expected time of
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the inherent spread of single particle signals. Dotted line shows the average IPP for the
ensemble, while the solid line shows the calculated IPP based on an ionization efficiency
(IE) of 5e-7 and a relative IE (RIE) of 1.4 for organics compared to ammonium nitrate.

viation for each bin reflecting the inherent spread of single particle mass signals.

Plotting the accumulated particle counts as a function of delay time shows how

single-particle information from LSSP mode can be used to best understand the

response of the AMS to different particle types, each with its own sensitivity in the

instrument (Figure 5.7a). The traces in Figure 5.7a are scaled by their measured

CEp values (from equation 5.3). The effect of delay time on IPP is absent for am-

monium nitrate, the standard mass calibrant for the AMS, as all particles arrive
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within the first few delay time bins. Squalane, a liquid at room temperatures with a

near-unit CEp, largely accumulates its signal at small delay times, but is noticeably

slower to do so than ammonium nitrate. This suggests that, while the near-unit CEp

of ammonium nitrate is probably largely attributable to the metastable liquid phase

state (even at the high vacuum conditions of the AMS), volatility also plays a large

role in how promptly a particle vaporizes, as ammonium nitrate is more volatile

than squalane (⇠ 30 µg m�3 and ⇠ 0.1 µg m�3, respectively. We estimate the

squalane vapor pressure using SIMPOL (Pankow and Asher, 2008), and use the

ammonium nitrate vapor pressure reported by Richardson and Hightower (1987)).

On the other hand, the SOA exhibits delayed vaporization and low CEp not unlike

crystalline ammonium sulfate, a possible indication of a solid or semi-solid phase

state, extremely low-volatility material, or both. Figure 5.7b shows how the total

mass signal from single particles accumulates faster than the particle counts as a

function of delay time, as particles with low delay times contribute relatively more

mass signal on average. Both traces are normalized by the CEp value for the SOA

from this experiment.

5.3.3 Nature of particle-vaporizer interactions

These results seem to indicate that when an aerosol type exhibits bounce, it also

exhibits delayed vaporization and thus lower relative ionization efficiency for some

fraction of particles. In investigating the offset between expected and actual arrival

times, we tested two ideas about how the signal at the mass detector would arrive.

If the particle impacts and sticks to the vaporizer surface, but does not promptly

vaporize, it should show an accumulation of mass at the detector over time, begin-

ning at the expected arrival time. It should sizzle. However, if the particle bounces

off the vaporizer without any significant evaporation, and somehow returns to a hot

surface at a later time, then the time-resolved arrival of ions should look similar to a
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Figure 5.7: (A) Cumulative probability distributions of particle counts as a function of delay
time for ammonium nitrate (blue), D62-squalane (purple), ammonium sulfate (red), and SOA
(from ↵-pinene + O3) (green), normalized by CEp. (B) Cumulative probability distributions
for single particle counts (solid line) and single-particle mass (dashed) for SOA, normalized
by CEp.

prompt particle that vaporizes upon impact, albeit after some time associated with

its bouncy journey.

Indeed, when the mass arrival signals for an ensemble of single-particle events

are averaged together, we see that prompt and delayed particles have the same

peak shape (Figure 5.8). Here, we take the average single-particle mass signal for

a given bin of maximum arrival time. We chose two arrival-time bins with times-

of-flight equal to 3.21 ms (all prompt particles) and 4.05 (all delayed particles).

The similar, sharp peak shape suggests that delayed particles are truly delayed

in starting the vaporization process, and not simply slow to evaporate. Thus we

conclude that delayed particles must be bouncing around the ionization cage after

initially striking the front of the vaporizer before they finally land and vaporize on one

of the hot surfaces in the vaporization region (e.g. side of the vaporizer, ionization

cage).

The AMS vaporizer is a cylindrical tube furnace (R = 3.81 mm; L = 20 mm) with
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a concave beveled cone (60� included angle) serving as the stop for the particle

beam. It is centered within an ionization cage, a rectangular aluminum housing (H

= 6mm; W = 8 mm; L = 15 mm) which is open on each end. The front end of the

vaporizer is set back ⇠10 mm from the front opening of the ion cage, and ⇠2 mm

from the ion extraction volume, maximizing the intersection of the vaporized particle

plume, the electron beam from the filament, and the axis from ion extraction. Be-

cause of the long hot surface of the vaporizer, which is housed inside a sheet-metal

cage, our mechanistic picture of particles bouncing around this region before finally

landing on a hot surface is plausible. Importantly, for this SOA, the vaporization of

the particle still can be thought of as fast—when the particle finally does stick, it

is vaporized and ionized on the same timescale as a “prompt" particle. Thus, the

“PToF broadening" (shown in Figure 5.2) can be attributed to particles bouncing
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around before vaporizing, not slowly boiling off adsorbed material over time, as dis-

cussed in Salcedo et al. (2010) for lead salts. Indeed, this explanation is consistent

with the decrease in IPP as a function of delay time: when particles vaporize on

e.g. the side of the vaporizer, they are in a sub-optimal position for ionization and

thus detection of the full single-particle mass Huffman et al., 2009.

As a further check that the SOA particles are rapidly vaporizing—just simply

doing so at a time later than would be expected based on their measured size

and expected time-of-flight—we increased the temperature of the vaporizer from

600 �C to 800 �C. Were the particles sitting on the vaporizer surface and slowly

boiling, we expect this temperature increase to decrease the broadened PToF tail

(Figure 5.9a). We do not see this effect (note: the degradation in the organic

PToF signal at 800 �C is largely due to low particle numbers at the end of our

experiment due to wall loss). However, in an experiment where SOA particles are

coated with squalane (liquid at RT, CEp ⇠ 1), the broadened tail diminishes, further

supporting this idea (Figure 5.9b). On the other hand, the PToF distribution for

ammonium nitrate can be broadened by decreasing the vaporizer from 600 �C to

200 �C, indicating that these aerosol do stick to the surface, and have a reduced

mass flux at lower temperatures, thus spreading the signal arrival out over time-of-

flight (Figure 5.9c).

Consistent with this proposed mechanism—that delayed SOA particles are

bouncing around and vaporizing on surfaces other than the vaporizer cone—is the

difference in mass spectra between prompt and delayed particles. Figure 5.10

shows the difference mass spectrum between prompt and delayed particles for

both SOA and ammonium sulfate (which also exhibits a high delayed fraction).

Several fragments are biased high in either the prompt or delayed MS (e.g. m/z

43 (C3H7
+) is higher and m/z 44 (CO2

+) is lower for delayed SOA particles; m/z

81 (HSO3
+) and 98 (HSO4

+) are higher in delayed MS while m/z 48 and 64 are
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Figure 5.9: Ensemble mass distributions of different particle types under various conditions
of the AMS vaporizer. (A) ↵-pinene derived SOA particles for vaporizer temperatures of the
standard 600 �C temperature (green), and 800 �C (brown). Note: the degraded signal at
800 �C is simply a result of wall-loss, as these data were taken at the end of an experiment
where particle number was relatively low. (B) SOA particles at three stages of a mixed-
particle experiment (similar to Chapter 4): homogeneously-nucleated SOA (sky blue), SOA
particles coated with squalane (orange), and SOA/squalane particles after an increase in
chamber temperature (purple). Note the disappearance of the delayed tail with the con-
densation of squalane, and the reappearance of the tail with heating despite the decrease
in mode diameter. (C) Ammonium nitrate at the standard vaporizer temperature (600 �C,
dark blue), and low temperature (200 �C, sky blue).

higher in prompt MS for ammonium sulfate particles). On the continuum of loading-

dependent ↵-pinene SOA composition reported in Shilling et al. (2009), the delayed

MS appears less oxidized than the prompt MS. For ammonium sulfate particles, the

delayed spectrum appears to be enhanced in acidic fragments. It is possible that
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Figure 5.10: Difference plots between prompt and delayed average mass spectra for (A)
SOA and (B) ammonium sulfate. Plot is prepared by first normalizing each spectra by the
total signal, and then subtracting the delayed MS from the prompt. Thus, positive fragments
are enriched in the prompt MS, while negative are enriched in the delayed MS.

delayed particles are subjected to a wide range of possible temperatures by the

surface they eventually land and volatilize on (e.g. ion cage, vaporizer side), and

that this can lead to different fragmentation pathways, which could be important for

interpreting ambient single-particle spectra.

5.3.4 Collection efficiency as a function of size

As reported previously in the literature, some studies have shown collection ef-

ficiency to be size Liu et al., 2013 and composition-dependent Docherty et al.,

2013. To investigate any size-dependent collection efficiency that our SOA might

have, particles were selected at different mobility diameters by a DMA upstream

of the AMS. Figure 5.11a shows CEp as a function of selected mobility diame-

ter. LSSP can also provide a size-resolved CEp for polydisperse aerosol, as each

optically-counted particle has an estimated Dva. Figure 5.11a also shows CEp for

polydisperse SOA from a smog chamber experiment with good agreement with the
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Figure 5.11: (A) Particle collection efficiency as a function of D
va

for all SOA experiments.
Data are from both size-selected experiments (crosses) and polydisperse SOA from a
smog chamber (circles), with each color representing a separate experiment. (B) Parti-
cle collection efficiency (colored markers) as a function of thermodenuder temperature for
SOA from ↵-pinene, colored by the fraction of m/z 44 (f44) to the total organic mass. Con-
fidence intervals (95% CI) for a linear fit are shown (slope: -0.0019604 K�1 ± 0.000401).

size-selected data.

5.3.5 Collection efficiency as a function of volatility

While CEp for this SOA is independent of size (for the mobility diameter range 170-

460 nm), we do observe a decreasing trend in CEp by passing the SOA through

a thermodenuder. When we plot CEp as a function of thermodenuder temperature

(Figure 5.11b), which we use as a proxy variable for the volatility of the aerosol.

These results are consistent with the trend shown by Docherty et al. (2013), who

saw decreasing CEm with increasing oxidation state. It should be noted that this

SOA is similarly oxidized (f44/f57 ⇡ 6) as the least oxidized SOA from their study

with a corresponding CEm of ⇠0.2 (f44/f57 � 5). LSSP can be used to verify whether

this trend exists for other types of NR-PM1.
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5.4 Conclusions

This study contains four main findings, all aimed at better understanding the nature

of collection efficiency for SOA. First, we discuss the nature of the PToF tail artifact

for SOA from ↵-pinene + O3, and show that it arises from delayed particles—those

that do not evaporate immediately upon contacting the AMS vaporizer. These data

are consistent with previously published findings from Cross et al. (2009) for am-

bient delayed particles. Secondly, we explore the mechanism of delay for these

particles, and, with a novel single-particle data analysis, assert that these are par-

ticles bouncing around in the vaporization-ionization region in the AMS. Consistent

with this assertion are these other findings for SOA: 1) delayed particles give less

signal than prompt particles, 2) vaporizer temperature does not reduce the frac-

tion of delayed particles, but 3) coating the SOA with squalane does decrease the

delayed fraction. We also present evidence for a lack of size-dependence for collec-

tion efficiency of SOA particles, but a composition-dependence where more heavily

oxidized particles have a lower CE than less oxidized particles.

Collection efficiency remains the significant barrier to full quantification in the

AMS. However, we show here that single-particle data can help further elucidate

the complex interaction between particles and the surface of the AMS vaporizer.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions

What unifies this thesis is that each chapter, either directly or indirectly, works to-

wards the goal of better understanding of the phase-state and thermodynamics

of aerosols. In Chapter 3, thermodynamic interactions between pure-component

and atmospherically-relevant aerosols were directly examined using single-particle

mass spectrometry. However, to study thermodynamics of aerosol mixing, one

needs to reckon with the kinetics: in chapter 4 we were able to assess the thermo-

dynamics of mixing between SOA and a surrogate for POA, while also uncovering

the kinetic contraints to the mixing process, volatility and condensed-phase mass

transfer. Finally, in chapter 5, we explored the complex interactions between semi-

solid SOA particles and the AMS, a powerful tool for studying aerosol mixing. While

disparate when taken separately, taken as a whole these studies further how com-

plex aerosol interactions can be studied in the laboratory.

Since the treatment of phase separation and mixing has a large impact on

organic aerosol mass and composition in regional and global models (e.g. Koo,

Ansari, and Pandis, 2003), and has only recently been investigated in the lab (al-

beit indirectly, e.g. Hildebrandt et al., 2011), the first objective of this thesis was

to directly test gas-phase mixing between different aerosol populations. Our data

showed that mixing through gas-phase exchange can be quantified using single-

particle mass spectra, which represents a first step towards assessing activity co-

efficients between real OA mixtures. Experiments using pure-compound aerosol

demonstrated that condensed-phase barriers to mixing (such as low diffusivity),

are important to consider alongside the thermodynamics of whether two popu-

lations form a single phase at equilibrium. We applied this method towards two

atmospherically-relevant systems, and found: 1) aSOA and a hydrophobic surro-
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gate for POA did not mix at all, and 2) bSOA absorbed material from aSOA. In both

of these “real-world” examples, the result is much more complicated than the as-

sumption used in most regional and global OA models, that organics form a single,

well-mixed organic phase (Strader, Lurmann, and Pandis, 1999).

Based on the methods and demonstration of results of Chapter 3, determin-

ing the activity coefficients between real OA systems should be the focus of fu-

ture work. While we explored two interactions (aSOA/hydrophobic POA, and

aSOA/bSOA), there are many other important OA types to consider (e.g. how

do bSOA and BBOA interact?, etc.). In addition to extending this work to other

systems, there are two further avenues of exploration that we recommend be ex-

plored. First, how does on-going oxidation chemistry affect mixing? As demon-

strated by Dzepina et al. (2009), phase separation between two OA types can drive

gas-phase oxidation chemistry that eventually leads to mixing. For example, in the

hydrophobic POA/aSOA (of importance in urban outflow), exploring how oxidative

processing of the POA drives the two towards miscibility would help better con-

strain the anthropogenic influence on biogenic aerosol. Secondly, recent works

show that both the partitioning (Prisle et al., 2010) and condensed-phase diffusivity

(Zhou et al., 2013) of SOA are affected by RH. Thus, a systematic exploration of

how RH can both change the thermodynamics and drive the kinetics of mixing in

SOA systems should also be an avenue for further mixing work.

While the equilibrium behavior of aerosols is of extreme importance (e.g. for

mixing: Robinson, Saleh, and Donahue, 2013), one important question that has

emerged in the literature recently is: even if we know the equilibrium state, will OA

systems get there fast enough to apply that knowledge to models? The second ob-

jective of this thesis was to explore this question for a system containing squalane

and SOA. We wanted to investigate the timescale of evaporation of squalane

from mixed SOA/squalane particles, as some recent research has concluded that
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condensed-phase diffusion is too slow to assume that atmospheric SOA can equili-

brate with the gas-phase (Shrivastava et al., 2013). Our results, on the other hand,

show that squalane is able to evaporate quite rapidly from these mixed-particles,

which we determined to be phase-separated. The implications of this work depend

highly on the particle morphology, as the squalane evaporate rate through a thick

layer of SOA (core-shell) should likely be quite different than through a squalane-air

interface (partially-engulfed). While we were unable to determine the morphology

through the particle collection efficiency, we show that CE can be parameterized in

this system, and is crucial to do so in performing a comparative volatility analysis

between the two materials. We find that, to first order, all of the SOA is less volatile

than the squalane, a result that adds to a growing body of knowledge (Ehn et al.,

2015) about the extremely-low volatility nature of SOA.

Remaining unfinished in this work, is a quantification of the diffusion coefficient

of squalane through SOA. The value of SOA diffusion coefficient has received grow-

ing attention recently (e.g. Renbaum-Wolff and Grayson, 2013), as it is a key phys-

ical parameter in a handful of processes (e.g. heterogeneous chemistry, mixing,

evaporation). We plan to simulate the evaporation of a squalane core from an SOA

shell to estimate Dorg for this system, and add to the small but growing number of

studies that attempt to constrain this important quantity.

Finally, in chapter 5, we explore the nature of collection efficiency in the AMS—

the essential tool not only for the work of chapters 3 and 4, but a real-time in-

strument that has revolutionized the field of organic aerosol in the past ten years

(Canagaratna et al., 2007). Despite the power of the AMS, a major limitation to full

quantification is collection efficiency; CE is a sensitivity factor that is highly variable

between different particle types (literature values range from ⇠0.15 to 1). Previous

studies have focused on CE of total OA mass, but in this study we focus on CE

on a particle-by-particle basis. In chapter 5, we report CE for SOA derived from
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↵-pinene (which compares well with the previously published work of Docherty et

al., 2013), and show that a significant fraction of SOA particles hitting the AMS

vaporizer are delayed in reaching the mass spectrometer. We provide compelling

evidence that demonstrates that these delayed SOA particles are bouncing around

the ionization region of the AMS and landing on surfaces other than the tungsten

vaporizer. This leads to lower per-particle signal and affects the mass spectrum

(for SOA particles, the MS appears more oxidized for delayed particles, while for

ammonium sulfate, the delayed MS appears more acidic). We also find that CE de-

creases as particles are thermally-denuded, meaning that there is a link between

CE and oxidation state and/or volatility. We do not find CE to be a function of size

for SOA.

Based on the accumulating number of studies that relate particle bounce to

particle phase state (e.g. Virtanen et al., 2010)—indeed, chapter 5 shows that SOA

is highly bouncy, and thus possibly a semi-solid—we suggest that future theoretical

work be aimed at relating bounce to more fundamental quantities of interest to

atmospheric scientists (e.g. viscosity). Additionally, modeling studies of the bounce

interaction between particles and the AMS vaporizer have the power to lead to

a better designed vaporization region. A new vaporizer design could aim to at

either 1) decreasing bounce through modifying the vaporizer itself, or 2) “harness

bounce,” by modifying the ionization cage’s temperature and geometry to funnel

bouncing particles towards the ion extraction region, and have them vaporize at

the standard vaporizer temperature.
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